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Week of September 23, 2019…

Flight 93 Flag Flying
By Dana Benn, SCI Laurel
Highlands Treatment Specialist
On Sept. 17, nine individuals from
the SCI Laurel Highlands family
participated in the flag flying
ceremony at the Flight 93
Memorial. Four of those
individuals were Laurel Highlands
staff members, and five were
children that the staff members
brought with them. All of those
who participated enjoyed their
time together, doing something to
give back to our community, and developing some camaraderie with each other in a
situation outside of the institution.
Spending about an hour at the memorial, participants flew 35 flags that will be
packaged with certificates of authenticity. Half of the flags are sold in the
Memorial’s gift shop and online. The other half are sent to the National Park Service
and are used as a thank-you gift for those who support the National Parks with a
gift of $93 or more. The flags sold at the memorial cost $40, and the proceeds go
to support the preservation and development of the memorial, so that current and
future generations can continue to pay respect to the brave men and women who
sacrificed so much on that terrible day. For information on how to purchase a flown
flag, please contact the Flight 93 Bookstore at (814) 893-6565. Better yet, take
some time to visit the memorial and pick one up during your visit.

SCI Laurel Highlands’ C.O.V.E.R. committee continues to promote and support
these and other service opportunities at the Flight 93 National Memorial. Staff have
been involved in the tree planting that is an annual event at the memorial, have
and continue to regularly participate in the flag flying ceremonies, and are planning
to participate in the annual Walk 93, which will take place this year on October 12.
This is a 2½ mile walk through the memorial, and it raises funds that go directly to
maintaining the memorial itself. Registration is $25 per person. You can register on
the memorial website under “Volunteer Opportunities.” SCI Laurel Highlands has a
team registered, so you just need to select that from the drop-down box. If you
are planning to participate, please notify Dana Benn, so that we know how many
people are attending with us. Additional service projects are being discussed for the
future. When participating in any of the service opportunities, staff are encouraged
to involve their families. For some opportunities, age limits are enforced by the
park service, such as the annual tree planting, which permits only those age 14 and
over to participate. In the case of the flag flying opportunity, children of any age
are welcome and encouraged to participate. The same is true of Walk 93. If you are
interested in any of the volunteer opportunities in which we take part, please
contact Treatment Specialist Dana Benn.
~~~~~

Pine Grove Honors Duo for National Service Dog Month
In recognition of National Service Dog Month, SCI Pine Grove is recognizing two of
its former dogs, Polar and Packer. They completed their basic training at Pine Grove
in June 2018 and were returned to complete their secondary training. The TAILS
program is proud to announce that in June 2019 they became full service dogs and
have been placed with their respective families.

The TAILS program is already hard at work preparing the next round of dogs to
move on to their secondary training at New Hope Assistance Dogs, Inc.

Remember through SECA you can support the program by selecting the Warren
County United Fund.
~~~~~

First Eight Capital Case Inmates Become Peer Specialists
On Sept. 13, SCI Greene held a graduation ceremony at which eight capital case
inmates were presented with certifications to be Certified Peer Specialists. The Peer
Specialists will be assigned to assist inmates at the institution who reside in the
Level-5 housing unit complex.
Greene would like to thank instructors Tracy Larson and Troy Edwards as well as
Unit Manager Sue Cowan for overseeing the program. This is the first group of
capital case inmates to receive this training in the DOC.
~~~~~

Mercer Staff Attend High School Outreach Event
When Edinboro University hosted a Career Awareness Day for local high school
students, SCI Mercer staff were happy to help out.

Lt. Tim Dube, Lt. Mark McLaurin and Field Human Resources Officer 3 Theresa Croll
participated in the event, which was for all of the high schools in Crawford County.
More than 850 students attended and learned about careers in culinary, real estate,
law enforcement, medical, psychology and so much more.
~~~~~

Camp Hill Raises Awareness for Suicide Prevention
By Elicia Stein, SCI Camp Hill Licensed Psychologist Manager
September is Suicide Prevention
Awareness Month, which is a very
relevant and important topic for us to
bring to light. In 2018, there were
eight PA DOC staff members who
committed suicide. Corrections officers
are at a 39 percent higher risk to
commit suicide than non-corrections
officers; in Pennsylvania, the DOC
suicide rate is almost three times that
of our state’s per-capita rate. One
recent study done in New Jersey found
that the rate for white female CO’s is
200 percent higher than the general population. An estimated 23-30 percent of COs
have been formally diagnosed with depression and 26-30 percent with PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). These rates are roughly three times higher than
those for the general population. Both diagnoses of depression and PTSD make
someone more likely to attempt suicide. For someone with a military background
(which many of our staff have), these numbers are even higher.
Not only have many of us been personally affected in some way by suicide, but it is
also extremely relevant to our roles in corrections. The rate of inmate deaths via
suicide continues to rise within the state prison system. In 2018, 15 inmates
committed suicide within the Pennsylvania DOC and there have been 11 already
this year.
To bring awareness to Camp
Hill, this month has been
devoted to staff and inmate
wellness. Staff events and
activities have been scheduled
throughout the month which
included a pizza and potluck
fundraiser and guest speaker.
Staff from the facility’s Critical
Incident Stress Management
(CISM) team, C.O.V.E.R. and
the Psychology Department
have been on hand to speak
with staff and provide
handouts, which included a quiz

to assess our own wellness and self-care information. Additionally, Govan Martin
from Prevent Suicide PA, shared a presentation with staff and inmates.
Everyone’s mental health is a priority. Remember that good self-care and seeking
support when needed are keys to working in the corrections environment
Our pizza and potluck fundraiser were a success and we were able to raise over
$700.00 to donate to Mission 22 to help prevent veteran suicide.
~~~~~

Waymart’s Gorman, Chapel Graduate Leadership Program
Two of the graduates of the Correctional Leadership Development Program—which
was featured in last week’s newsletter—were SCI Waymart’s David Gorman and
David Chapel. Congrats to these two and all the graduates!

From left: DOC Secretary John Wetzel; Unit Manager Dave Chapel; Waymart Deputy
Superintendent for Centralized Services Joe Grillo; CCPM Dave Gorman; Regional Deputy
Secretary Tabb Bickel; Executive Deputy Secretary for Community Corrections and Reentry
George Little; and Waymart Superintendent George Miller.

~~~~~

Around the Centers…
Pittsburgh Reentrant Graduates
Program, Earns Job Offer
On Sept. 13, Pittsburgh Community Corrections
Center Reentrant Gabrielle Sharp graduated from the
Energy Innovation Center Institute’s Introduction to
Facilities Maintenance Cohort 1 with a job offer from
the University of Pittsburgh. Corrections Counselors
Tara Marhefka and Michelle Niles attended the
commencement ceremony in Pittsburgh. Sharp was
the only woman in the graduating class.
Sharp was also trained in chemicals, techniques and
equipment necessary to clean and maintain
commercial buildings. She also received certification
in AED/CPR/Basic First Aid and OSHA Construction
Safety and Health. The Energy Innovation Center has
six training programs: Customer Support Training,
Digital Passport, Environmental Services Training (which is training in conjunction
with University of Pittsburgh Medical Centers), Facilities Maintenance, Introduction
to Construction Trades and Pipeline to Jobs. Each program ranges from 4-6 weeks
and focuses on individuals with a history of incarceration.
~~~~~

Gaudenzia Participates in Recovery Walk in Philadelphia
Gaudenzia DRC, Inc., participated in the Recovery Walk held at Penn's Landing in
Philadelphia on Sept. 21 to celebrate recovery and work to end the stigma
surrounding substance abuse use disorder. Gaudenzia walks in the walk to support
recovery from substance abuse disorders during National Recovery Month.

~~~~~

Renewal Staff, Reentrants Support Recovery Walk
On Sept. 14, multiple Renewal, Inc., staff members as well as 21 reentrants
participated in the 2019 Pittsburgh Recovery Walk. Renewal staffed an
informational table at the event in addition to having numerous participants in the
walk itself.

The event was very well received by all participants. The large showing at the event
displayed Pittsburgh’s support in the road to recovery for those who struggle with
dependency.
~~~~~

In the News…
GEO Reentry Program Supports Berks Community Action
Program to Feed Homeless
Source: https://www.georeentry.com/geo-reentry-program-supports-berks-community-actionprogram-to-feed-homeless/
Participants and staff from GEO Reentry Services’ Alcohol & Drug Addiction Parole &
Probation Treatment (ADAPPT) program joined representatives of the Berks
Community Action Program (BCAP) recently to help feed the homeless at the
College Manor Pool. The event follows months of community service at the pool
site, where program participants had volunteered to complete construction,
patching, painting, cleaning and a kitchen makeover over the summer.

ADAPPT is a residential reentry program located in Reading, Pa. The program
provides transitional housing, treatment, training and connections to local resources
that help individuals successfully reintegrate to community life from the criminal
justice system.
The event drew more than
100 individuals from three
local shelters, including
Hope Rescue Mission,
Opportunity House and Safe
Berks. ADAPPT participants
assisted in setting up the
tables and stands, prepared
and served the food, and
cleaned up when the event
was over. The ADAPPT
program staff and
participants have a close
relationship with the city and
commit to many community
service projects for local
organizations during the
year.

Staff and participants from the ADAPPT reentry
program in Reading, capped off a summer of hard
work at a local pool by preparing food for local
homeless at the venue.

“We are proud to provide
opportunities for community
service at ADAPPT,” said Michael Critchosin, Facility Director. “Community service
supports the GEO reentry programming we provide by creating opportunities for
reentrants to give back to society, to experience the rewards of positive actions,
and develop prosocial skills by working with others at all levels of society.”
Magisterial District Judge Tonya A. Butler and BCAP Coordinator Patti Wright also
joined the community service event.
~~~~~

Week of September 16, 2019…

Rockview Wins Annual DOC Softball Tournament
Congratulations to SCI Rockview’s softball team for edging out SCI Greene, 10-9, in
the championship game of the annual DOC Softball Tournament.

The 44th annual DOC Softball Invitational was held Sept. 14-15. Rockview took the
championship with Greene taking second, Fayette taking third and Dallas finishing
fourth.
Congratulations to players named to the All-Tournament Team: Brandon Behrer
(MVP) (SCI Rockview); Zach Boone (Rockview); Scott Druckemiller (Rockview);
Johnny Bryan (Rockview); Matt Fisher (Rockview); Phil Peters (SCI Greene); Zach
Durbin (Greene); A.J. Ardabell (Greene); Wayne Allamon (SCI Fayette); Ronnie
Holp (Fayette); and Evan Robaczewski (SCI Dallas).
Great work by all facilities who participated!
~~~~~

Nearly 400 Inmates Attend Chester’s Reentry Career Fair
On Sept. 10, SCI Chester held its annual
Reentry Career Fair in the institution’s
gymnasium. The event was arranged and
organized by Business Teacher James
Hurst and the education department.
The preplanning stages of Chester’s
career Event began in March 2019 by
contacting various local and regional
vendors. The highlights of the event
included large regional
vendors/employers: J.P. Mascaro & Sons,
Flagger Force, Allan Myers, Citizens Bank
and PA CareerLink.
The Reentry Career Day Event included colleges and reentry services such as
Eastern University, Liberty Ministries, Second Chance and many more.
The Career Day Event involved nearly 400 inmates networking with outside
agencies, employers and services. All inmates left the event with extremely helpful
information regarding opportunities for employment and other resources when they
return to the community.
The vendors all commented on how smoothly the event ran and they all plan on
returning to next year’s event. The number of vendors that participate in each
year’s event continues to grow. Thank you to all staff that helped make the 2019
Reentry Career Fair at SCI Chester a huge success!
~~~~~

Laurel Highlands Holds Staff Trainer Appreciation
Luncheon
SCI Laurel Highlands recently
held an appreciation luncheon
for staff trainers who carry
out the yearly mandatory
institutional trainings.
Opening remarks were made
by Ms. Queer, the training
coordinator; Lt. Hogan, the
training Lieutenant; and
Supt. Hainsworth. Each of
them expressed their thanks
for the hard work that the

trainers do to ensure that the necessary trainings are carried out. Hainsworth noted
that Laurel Highlands has completed the bulk of their training with 5 months left in
the year, and spoke of how proud she is of her staff.
Attendees were treated to a taco bar, pasta salad, buffalo chicken dip, cake,
watermelon and a variety of soft drinks. In addition, each trainer received a
certificate of appreciation and a polo shirt, which identifies them as a DOC
instructor.
All who were present thoroughly enjoyed the chance to take a break from their day,
interact with each other and enjoy some great food. They expressed their thanks
for the recognition and appreciation from administration.
~~~~~

A Message from Stark, SCI Laurel Highlands Pup

~~~~~

Corrections Leadership Development Program Class
Graduates at Training Academy
With proud friends, family, and colleagues looking on, 40 members of the
Department of Corrections Leadership Development Program (CLDP) graduated on
September 12 at the DOC Training Academy.
Secretary John Wetzel was on hand to congratulate the graduates, pointing out that
the department is excited to start seeing the results of a leadership development
program that’s been in the works for several years. “We need strong leadership
here more than anything,” Wetzel said.

Wetzel noted that the addition of Dr. Jennifer Wallitsch to the Training Academy
staff has made that possible.
“We were pleased to bring Jennifer back from the Office of Administration for this
program,” he said.

Wallitsch, who started her career in the Department of Corrections, underlined the
invaluable work the DOC-PBPP consolidation steering committee had done over the
past few years to guide the leadership needs of the merged department.
The 2019 Corrections Leadership Development Program included eight learning
sessions, held at the Training Academy and virtually, over the course of six months.
Much of the early work involved self-assessment and “deep dives” into participants’
leadership strengths, developmental opportunities, and examining how they affect
those around them. A variety of presenters instructed sessions on critical leadership
skills, such as emotional intelligence, coaching, esprit de corps, action planning and
leading though change. The program ended with participants giving capstone
presentations on their learning gains.
Wallitsch, the program director, described CLDP’s foundation as based in
transformational leadership.
“The goal of CLDP is to prepare mid-to-upper level management for the next level
of responsibility in corrections,” Wallitsch said. “Transformational leaders give
people individual attention, they inspire people, they intellectually challenge
themselves and others, and they exert a positive influence by modeling
organizational values.
“It doesn’t matter if you have a supervisory position or not, anyone can be a
transformational leader.”

Speaking at the graduation ceremony, Wallitsch thanked the positive attitude the
class brought to the program, and singled out their managers and colleagues as
being particularly supportive of the process.
During the ceremony, four participants shared brief remarks about their
experiences throughout the program: Tammy Koritich, DOC human resources;
Larry Powell, PBPP; Michael Cole, SCI Cambridge Springs; and Tiffany Clark, PBPP.
Training Academy Director Michael Dooley also spoke, congratulating the class and
pointing out what a program like this means for the future.
“This is a great example of learning today for a better tomorrow,” Dooley said.
“You have set the standard. Future leaders in the Department of Corrections will
now be challenged to meet that standard.”
The class presented gifts to three of the Training Academy’s food service staff: Sue
Bryan, Shane Hiner and Steven Augustine. They were recognized for going “above
and beyond” in helping feed the participants while at the Training Academy.
The next cohort of the Corrections Leadership Development Program will begin in
spring of 2020. For more information on CLDP, contact Dr. Jennifer Wallitsch at
jwallitsch@pa.gov.
~~~~~

Quehanna Boot Camp Receives Prestigious Seven Seals
Award
Quehanna Boot Camp announced it has received the Seven Seals Award from the
Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve (ESGR) program. This award was
given in recognition of the facility’s outstanding support to citizen soldier’s working
at the Boot Camp. Terry Curran, Pennsylvania Ombudsman Director for ESGR,
presented the award.
The Seven Seals Award reflects the efforts made by employers and supervisors to
support citizen warriors through a wide range of measures including flexible
schedules, time off prior to and after deployment, caring for families and granting
leaves of absence if needed.

Pictured from left: QBC Superintendent Mary Natoli; Pennsylvania Ombudsman Director
Terry Curran; and CO1/Staff Sgt. Lucas Butler

“We are very honored to receive this award and to be recognized by the ESGR,”
said Mary Natoli, Quehanna Boot Camp Superintendent. “We are proud to support
all our military service members and veterans working in our facility, and we will
continue to do everything we can to ensure these members have all the support
they need.”
Corrections Officer 1, Lucas Butler, who is a Staff Sergeant in the Pennsylvania
Army National Guard, nominated Quehanna Boot Camp for this award.
ESGR, a program of the U.S. Department of Defense, works to promote and
enhance employer support for military service in the Guard and Reserve. The Seven
Seals Award is the broadest and most inclusive award given by ESGR, and is
presented in recognition of achievement, initiative, or support that promotes and
supports the ESGR mission. The Seven Seals Award is presented in recognition of
significant individual or organizational achievement, initiative, or support that
promotes and supports the ESGR mission, to include the efforts of the more than
4,500 volunteers who carry out ESGR’s mission across the Nation on a daily basis.
~~~~~

Around the Centers…
Erie Reentrants Clean Local Waterfront Highway
On Sept. 7 and 8, more
than 15 reentrants from
Erie Community Corrections
Center donated more than
50 hours to participate in
the CCC’s quarterly AdoptA-Highway program.
Erie CCC has been a longtime sponsor of the
Bayfront Highway, which
goes along the waterfront.
CCC Monitor Christopher
Miller coordinated and
supervised the cleanup.
When coordinating the
effort for this quarter he
realized Erie had more people than needed and continued on with the cleanup of
the local waterfront as well as three parks along the waterfront.
This is a beautification effort that if not for Erie reentrants and staff efforts would go
by the wayside and not allow the local waterfront to be as inviting as it can be,
which is a direct contributor to tourism and economic development in the Erie area.
~~~~~

Week of September 9, 2019…

Prepared in PA: How the DOC Handles Emergencies
At first glance, it may seem
like the DOC just takes care
of itself when facing any sort
of emergency.
Yet, in reality, the DOC
plays a key role in
emergency management for
Pennsylvanians across the
Commonwealth.
DOC Captain Mark Hacherl,
critical incident manager
coordinator, is the agency’s
lead representative to the
Pennsylvania Management
Agency (PEMA), and he
recently explained how the DOC’s preparation and emergency protocols goes a lot
further than simply fire drills.
Along with all state agencies, the DOC has a station at PEMA’s command center in
Harrisburg. Depending on the scale of emergency—ranging from blizzards to fires to
flooding to terrorism—Hacherl will work at the station and help make decisions
based on the DOC’s resources in support of the Commonwealth Emergency team.
The DOC essentially operates 25 mini-cities, Hacherl said, and in times of crisis the
DOC has valuable resources that are needed outside the walls.
“Psychological services are huge,” Hacherl said. “Meals and water provided from
SCIs. Medical services. We can’t shelter people inside, obviously, but maybe in DOC
buildings outside the walls, we can offer shelter.”
The DOC can also offer transportation services, though not with inmate buses, in
the rare case when people are stuck on motorways.
Another resource the DOC can offer is its people.
From psychological to medical to hostage negotiation, DOC personnel are skilled in
many facets that can be crucial in an emergency. Hacherl works with PEMA to
assign various personnel to certain tasks.
The inmates can also help following a disaster. The community work programs have
been used in the past to clean up after brushfires or flooding.

There are also 25 DOC representatives on the Pennsylvania Incident Management
team. These employees serve as boots-on-the-ground and provide leadership of
incidents.
Hacherl works with other public safety agencies and helps coordinate the
transportation and use of various resources depending on the location and
emergency.
But as always, our priority is the safety and wellness of our own staff and inmates.
To prepare for any potential emergencies, the DOC engages in agreements with
commodity providers and the counties to keep the prisons operational and secure.
“We’re a huge burden on counties when problems arise, so we prepare for it,”
Hacherl said.
For example, if something happens to a prison’s water supply, agreements are
made in advance with water suppliers or portable toilet companies to make sure
prisons will be able to continue operations as normal.
Hacherl also conducts risk analyses every year of every facility and rates them for
potential disasters. Whether natural (flooding, blizzard, tornado) or man-made
(terrorism, nuclear, drones), Hacherl rates every facility on likelihood of event and
ensures the facility conducts drills to prepare.
“Anything you can dream of, we’ve prepared for it,” Hacherl said.
~~~~~

Forest Holds Day of Responsibility
SCI Forest held its annual Day of
Responsibility on Sept. 4 with
145 inmates in attendance along
with multiple staff members.
Attendees heard inmate and
guest speakers talk about taking
responsibility for the things they
have done in the past, realizing
the far-reaching impacts of their
crimes and the need to make
amends to those who they have
impacted. Each topic was addressed by an inmate speaker and a guest speaker and
included the topics of:
1. What is Responsibility: Judge Leete, Potter County.
2. Impact of Crime on Victims: Colin O’Shea, Crawford County Victim/Witness
coordinator

3. Impact of Crime on Families and Community: guest speaker Fredrick Hill,
Family Engagement Specialist Amachi Pittsburgh. Amachi’s video Serving
Time Too (https://www.wqed.org/incarcerated) was also played for the
attendees. SCI Forest Inmate Organization Hope for Change announced a
$1,000 donation to Amachi Pittsburgh.
4. Making Amends: Marty Taugner, SCI Forest Volunteer
5. Embracing the Possibilities: SCI Forest Chaplin Stacy Shaffer
The day concluded with the attendees signing the Responsibility Pledge on the wall
in program services.
~~~~~

Huntingdon Gym Roof Replacement Is Halfway Complete
SCI Huntingdon is at the halfway point of a major project to replace its gymnasium
roof. The roof, which is the original from the 1930s, had deteriorated badly as can
be seen in of these photos. The entire project, which is expected to take about six
weeks, includes new lighting on the inside. Two of the pictures show the original
steel support girders which will be left in place. The old, acoustic tile will not be
replaced. Lobar Construction company is doing the replacement with an
environmentally-safe rubber roof.

~~~~~

Waymart Staff Support Victims
Intervention Program
Once again, SCI Waymart came through with its
generosity by purchasing mums, kale and/or asters
to support the Victims Intervention Program (VIP).
A total of $585 was raised by purchasing 65 plants.
VIP provides counseling and support services for
victims and survivors of domestic violence, sexual
abuse and other serious crimes in Wayne and Pike
Counties.
Pictured: Christine Altemier, superintendent’s assistant,
and Kathy Millard, Clerk Typist 2.

~~~~~

QBC Hosts Impact of Crime Speakers
Submitted by Melissa Billotte, Superintendent Assistant
On Aug. 20, Erica Hargenrader addressed a group of 140 male and female
Boot Camp and State Intermediate Punishment inmates about her domestic
violence ordeal. She began by telling a bit about her family life at age 16
and how there was a lot of love and innocence. As her tale progressed, she
gave a detailed description of the horrible things she endured at the hand of
a boyfriend.
Some of the key points she made were:


anger is not a bad emotion; how we deal with it is the deciding factor



there is not enough room in your heart to love and hate at the same
time



when you hurt someone who has hurt you, you just sink to their level
– rise above



hate is destructive



be better tomorrow than you were today

Hargenrader really touched both inmates and staff with her story. We thank
her for sharing.

On Aug. 21, Deborah Borza, mother of the youngest Flight 93 victim, spoke
to a group of 112 male and female Boot Camp and State Intermediate
Punishment inmates on the impact of a crime.
Borza discussed how 9/11 impacted her, her family and everyone in the
audience. She was able to convey that even though you may not think you
impact anyone by your actions, there is a ripple effect that touches more
people than you know.
By Borza sharing her experiences and feelings, she touched many in the
audience. She left the group with a few key thoughts: there is hope in your
future; don’t let what you’ve done influence who you are; and the
importance of forgiveness and leaving a positive legacy.

The QBC staff and inmates appreciated Borza visiting the facility and
impacting everyone present in a positive way.

On Aug. 30, Marsha Barth, a speaker and an author, addressed a group of
106 male and female Boot Camp and State Intermediate Punishment
inmates about childhood sexual abuse.
Barth described the heinous acts forced upon her by her father when she
was a small child and the long-lasting impact it made on her life. She talked
about when you are hurt, abused, neglected, bullied and how that shatters
us. It shatters hope, dreams, heart, love, trust, purity, innocence and
identity and we don’t know how to get it back. Her life was shattered by her
experiences, but she found her identity in God because He can fix shattered.
She encouraged anyone suffering to break the cycle by healing. As you turn
back to deal with issues, you go back as a victor instead of a victim.

The QBC staff and inmates appreciated Barth visiting and sharing her story
of healing.

Special thanks to Reentry Specialist Dunn for her efforts in providing
meaningful speakers for our Impact of Crime Class.
~~~~~

Harrisburg District Office Staff Participate in National
Night Out

Top right: Agent Burrell and Agent Sherry in
Newville.

Top left: Agents Walasavage, Goode and Parson in
Derry Township

Below: Agents Walasavage, Goode and Parson;
Deputy District Director Kirk Loos; and State Rep.
Scott Perry

~~~~~

Dallas Lieutenant Graduates FEMA Program
SCI Dallas Critical Incident Manager
Lieutenant Aaron Litwhiler graduated
from FEMA’s National Emergency
Management Advanced Academy
(NEMAA) at the Emergency
Management Institute in
Emmitsburg, Maryland on Aug. 16.
Litwhiler completed four one-week
resident courses to complete the
curriculum that provides strategiclevel training and education and
essential skills needed for emergency
management professionals. The
courses included: A Survey of
Advanced Concepts in Emergency
Management, Assessment and
Application of Professional Style in
Emergency Management, Advanced
Concepts and Issues in the
Emergency Management Organization and Advanced Concepts and Issues in the
Emergency Management Community and Profession.
~~~~~

Training Academy Cadet Assists Distressed Man
At the Aug. 9 DOC Basic Training
graduation, Corrections Officer Trainee
Matthew Losiewicz, of SCI Coal
Township, was presented the Good
Samaritan Award for helping a man at
a local restaurant.
Losiewicz, then a student at the DOC
Training Academy, came to the aid of
a man lying in a parking lot of a
restaurant on July 17. He noticed the
man on the ground, unable to get up.
The COT rendered aid to the man, who
was conscious and speaking but
experiencing difficulty. He was able to
use basic first aid techniques he had
recently learned during the Basic First
Aid and CPR (BFA/CPR) training he
completed at the Training Academy.
After tending to the man and
remaining with him for several
minutes, the man was able to stand with the assistance of Losiewicz, who
then helped him to his vehicle.
All contact staff receive BFA/CPR training during Basic Training, with licensed
medical staff receiving specialized training for medical professionals in Basic
First Aid and Basic Life Support (BLS). Since contact staff are often the first
responders to an emergency inside corrections facilities, they have to be
skilled and proficient to handle a wide variety of situations.
~~~~~

Around the Centers…
Erie CCC Holds Summer
Picnic
Erie Community Corrections Center held
its bi-annual Community Connections
meeting followed by the reentrant
summer picnic on Aug. 30. There were
20 representatives from Erie CCC, local
law enforcement and service providers.
A variety of topics were covered during
the meeting including recent
improvements at the facility, steps
taken to address the opioid crisis and
ways both the facility and service
providers could improve operations. Afterward a picnic lunch was served by Erie
CCC staff, who provided lunch and dinner to all reentrants at the facility. During
lunch, the reentrants were able to interact with the various service providers and
discuss what services were offered in the community.
~~~~~

CTC Braddock Reopens After July Fire
On July 9, Community Transition Center (CTC) Braddock was destroyed by a fire
displacing all 38 reentrants assigned to the Center. Plumes of smoke bellowed from
the fire, which broke out around 5:45 a.m. resulting in the evacuation of all staff
and reentrants. The evacuation and critical incident plans were flawless. Everything
worked as all trained for it to work. And because of everyone’s actions, there were
no staff/reentrant injuries.

Immediately following the evacuation, all reentrants were temporarily housed at
the nearby Braddock Borough Fire Department Bingo Hall. This fire hall served as

temporary housing and incident command for CTC Braddock, Parole and BCC staff.
The Braddock Borough Fire Department opened their vending machines allowing
access to snacks and beverages for the reentrants.
All displaced reentrants, many with only the clothes on their back, were transferred
to other facilities throughout Region III.
Due to the severity of the fire within the area of origin and the collateral damage to
other areas, CTC Braddock was forced to cease operations until further notice.
Fortunately, CTC Braddock was able to start renovations within a few days, with full
restoration of the center completed within a months’ time.

From the day of the fire through the center’s re-opening on Aug. 12, the Borough of
Braddock and surrounding communities rallied around the staff and reentrants
offering assistance at every turn. While at other centers, reentrants received
continued support from the respective contract facility staff in addition to vouchers
for clothing and essential supplies from the Homewood Salvation Army.
It is no secret that we all play a vital role in the success of our reentrants. And it is
the commitment and partnership between all involved (BCC/Parole, Region III
contract facilities and the community) that facilitated our efforts in getting through
this tragic event.
~~~~~

TLC Reentrants Serve Local Community
Reentrants in Transitional Living Center (Williamsport) were hard at work with a
pair of service projects over the past few weeks.
Staff and reentrants from TLC volunteered at the Antioch Church Block Party, a free
community even complete with food, games and music. The TLC team helped with
games and the bounce houses.

TLC also completed its annual highway clean-up of approximately ½ a mile of local
highway.

~~~~~

Scranton Reentrants
Support School Coffee
Program
During August 2019, Scranton
Community Corrections Center
reentrants collected and
donated $645 worth of coffee K
cups, snacks and paper cups to
the Kistler Elementary School
(Wilkes-Barre) for the “Kistler
Coffee Program.”
This program allows the
students to run a coffee shop!
All proceeds fund field trips,
materials and other projects at
the school!

~~~~~~

Pictured (from left): Cassandra Camp (learning
support teacher), Kristen Pstrak (learning support
teacher), Scranton CCC monitor Kenny Jordan and
Margo Serafini (principal).

Week of September 2, 2019…

Phoenix Inmates Donate $10,000 to Make-a-Wish
Foundation
In November 2018, SCI
Phoenix Activities Specialist
E. Charlesworth, was
watching My Wish on ESPN.
After watching the show, he
thought it would be great to
propose this idea to the Real Street Talk inmate organization to grant a wish.
Charlesworth contacted Dennis Heron, CEO of Make-a-Wish in the Philadelphia
region, who advised him the average cost to grant a wish was $10,000. He also told
him that the top two destinations for the requested wishes for the children are
Disney and Hawaii and that the donation covers everything for their trip.
Charlesworth met with the
inmates of Real Street Talk to
educate them on the mission
and values of the Make-aWish Foundation. The
members of the inmate
organization were very
receptive to moving forward
with the initiative. In
December 2018, the first
fundraiser was held, and by
July 2019, the Real Street
Talk organization had raised $10,000 to donate to Make-a-Wish.
On Aug. 26, 2019, staff, outside guests and approximately 175 inmates from Real
Street Talk were present to witness the donation to the Make-a-Wish Foundation.
Heron explained that this was the first time ever that inmates had granted a wish to
the foundation in the United States.
~~~~~

Coal Township Inmates Attend ACES Program
The Lifeline Association presented A Forum on Adverse Childhood Experiences
(ACES) to inmates at SCI Coal Township on Aug. 27.

The event included panels, small groups and large discussions about the legal,
political and healing aspects of trauma. The Lifeline Association was looking for
input from Coal Township inmates as the association seeks changes in Pennsylvania
to adverse childhood experiences.
The program was attended by several representatives from outside organizations
who are involved or are willing to participate in ACES programming. Inmates
interested in the program had to submit a request slip and were reviewed by staff
for required criteria. Twenty inmates were selected and participated in the event.
Lifeline is Coal Township lifer association.
~~~~~

KCSI Staff Save Reentrant
On Aug. 13, Keystone Correctional Services, Inc. (KSCSI) Supervisor Lester Smith
observed a parolee attempt to stand at his bunk. The parolee immediately grabbed
his chest and rolled onto the floor. Smith radioed for assistance as the parolee was
unresponsive. Agent Matthew McCann immediately responded to the parolee’s aide.
Both McCann and Smith rolled the parolee on to his back and checked his vitals. At
this time, he was breathing and had a pulse; however, the parolee still would not
respond. An AED was connected to the parolee because his breathing started to
become shallower and his pulse weakened. In order to assist the parolee’s
breathing, McCann administered two breaths while utilizing a bag valve mask
device. After the two breaths were administered, the parolee immediately began
coughing. He was then rolled onto his side in the recovery position. The parolee
then began breathing easier and was becoming more coherent. McCann along with
Smith both exhibited heroism when it came to help save the parolee’s life.

Pictured from left: Supervisor Lester Smith; Parolee Dana Gumby; Parole Agent Matthew
McCann; and KCSI Director Jeffrey Troutman.

~~~~~

Dallas Staff Volunteer at Soup Kitchen
Staff from SCI Dallas spent a recent Saturday morning volunteering at St. Vincent
De Paul’s Soup Kitchen in Wilkes-Barre. Great work, Dallas employees!

Pictured from left: Amy Hoover, Dave Bales, Patty Ceselsky, Carmin Allabaugh, Ann Verbyla,
Mike Goyne, Hope Katchko, April Gromel, Jailyn Santana, Jen Santana

~~~~~

Phoenix Collects School Supplies for Local Kids
SCI Phoenix held a Back to School Drive from Aug. 5-16, collecting supplies and
backpacks for students in the Pottstown and Norristown Area School Districts. On
Aug. 21, Captain Mascellino and Clerk Typist 2 Deanna Stager, along with the
assistance of several young volunteers, delivered the supplies to both schools. Staff
from the facility collected 112 backpacks as well as 18 boxes of school supplies.
~~~~~

Cambridge Springs Hosts Legislative Tour
SCI Cambridge Springs hosted a Legislative Tour for members of the House
Democratic Policy Committee and the Pennsylvania Legislative Black Caucus on
Aug. 21. Members of the administrative staff escorted nine Representatives and
their staffers throughout the facility. The visitors toured the Parenting Department,
Correctional Industries Optical Lab, Housing Unit B and Housing Unit E.
A panel hearing was organized in which seven inmates got the opportunity to speak
in-depth with the Representatives about their incarceration. The Cambridge Springs
administration was appreciative that the Representatives took the time out of their
schedule to travel to the facility and speak with the staff and inmates.

From left: Front row: Representative Summer Lee, Representative Jordan Harris, and
Representative Joanna McClinton. Back row: DOC Legislative Liaison Dwayne Heckert,
Representative Bob Merski, Representative Stephen Kinsey, Representative Morgan Cephas,
Representative Austin Davis, Representative Dan Miller and Representative Mark Longietti.

~~~~~

Susan B. Hunter ASCA Scholarships Awarded
The Association of State Correctional Administrators (ASCA) has awarded college
scholarships to students of correctional employees. According to ASCA officials,
they received more than 900 applications this year, from which 32 students were
chosen to receive funds.
Two Pennsylvania students were among the 32 selected students:

Rachel Idacavage – daughter of now-retired SCI Frackville Corrections Counselor
Albert Idacavage – received $1,500 toward her studies in criminal justice at
Shippensburg University. She is pictured here with her father (left) and Deputy
Superintendent Mike Gourley.

Morgan Robinette, daughter of SCI Rockview Clerical Supervisor Jennifer (far left)
and Plumbing Tradesman Instructor Eric Robinette (far right), received $1,500

toward her biochemistry studies at Eastern University/Templeton Honors College.
Morgan and her parents are joined by SCI Rockview Superintendent Mark Garman.
Susan M. Hunter was the former chief of the prisons division of the National
Institute of Corrections. She died in 2003. Hunter was a tremendous influence in
the field of corrections, according to ASCA officials. She was a seasoned
administrator, a mentor to many corrections professionals, and an advocate for
change. The scholarship was named in Hunter’s honor as a lasting tribute to her
commitment, insight, energy and enthusiasm for the field of corrections.
Scholarships are awarded to the son or daughter of a corrections employee in the
amount of $1,000 for undergraduate studies and $1,500 for graduate studies and
$750 for individuals who in a prior year had received either a $1,000 or $1,500
scholarship. The student must be enrolled full-time and graduate students’ field of
study must be corrections or criminal justice at an accredited two-year or four-year
college or university, or an accredited graduate program.
The Association of State Correctional Administrators formed in 1970 and is
dedicated to improving correctional services and practices by promoting and
facilitating the exchange of ideas and philosophies at the top administrative level of
correctional planning and policy-making. Individuals can learn more about ASCA
and this scholarship by visiting www.asca.net.
~~~~~

Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) Instructor Training Returns
to Elizabethtown
By Michael Dooley, Training Academy Director
Instructors Lee Berlinquette and Kiersten Harzewski, from Mental Health First Aid
USA, conducted an instructor course for DOC and county trainers at the
Pennsylvania Department of Corrections Training Academy the week of August 19
through August 23. This training was supported by a U.S. Department of Justice,
Bureau of Justice Assistance grant for the “Pennsylvania Statewide CIT Project”
which aims to expand Crisis Intervention Team training and mental health
awareness in community corrections and parole.
Mental illness remains a challenge with our population under supervision on parole
and probation, in our community corrections centers and in our institutions. The
MHFA program teaches staff how to identify, understand and respond to signs of
mental illness and substance use disorders with individuals under our supervision
and custody. The class participants included county and state probation and
parole, Bureau of Community Corrections employees, as well as staff from state
correctional institutions.

The Training Academy is excited to announce that all participants gained their
MHFA certifications. This was not an easy task and required hard work, and yes,
even homework and studying. The Department of Corrections takes safety of
everyone very serious, including safety for staff, community citizens and consumers
of mental health services.
~~~~~

Employees from Public Safety Agencies Attend Diversity
and Inclusion Training
Ten employees from the
DOC and PBPP, along with
employees from the State
Police and Office of
Administration, attended a
week-long train-the-trainer
workshop on diversity and
inclusion. The training was
developed in response to a
diversity and inclusion
study that was initiated by
the Governor’s Office. On
Aug. 16, the 21 students received their certification and are now certified to teach
the course.
Look for this training to be rolled out to all staff in the near future.
~~~~~

Phoenix Enjoys Shining Light Ministries Performance
featuring Inmates
Individuals with Shining Light Ministries and inmate participants put on a
performance that consisted of spoken word, vocal, dance and theater on Aug. 23.
Shining Light Ministries’ primary focus is “changing the landscape of incarceration
through the power of performing arts.”

Volunteers with Shining Light spent just two weeks preparing the inmates for their
live performance. Staff and the inmate population enjoyed watching the show while
the inmate participants were thankful for being given the opportunity to participate.
~~~~~

Waymart Hosts ‘Staff
Appreciation Day’
Staff from all shifts at SCI Waymart
enjoyed a cookout for “Staff
Appreciation Day” on Aug. 28. Staff
volunteered to cook hamburgers and
hot dogs on the grill. Pictured are
Corrections Counselor Nate Mihal and
Unit Manager Tiffanie Kaye who were
two of the many volunteers that
helped throughout the day! Along
with the burgers and hot dogs, there
were all the trimmings, macaroni salad, pasta salad, with a variety of desserts and
bottled water. The Community Support Committee provided the pickles and chips.
~~~~~

Waymart Hosts Annual Backpack Drive
SCI Waymart staff once again showed their generosity by providing backpacks filled
with age-appropriate supplies to children in need. Once the backpacks were
collected, they were then delivered to Children and Youth of Wayne County, the
Victims Intervention Program and the Office of Behavioral Health and
Developmental Programs.
The Community Support Committee has provided this service for 10+ years.

Pictures from left: Alice Emmett, records supervisor; Christine Altemier, superintendent’s
assistant; and Heidi Fuehrer, psychologist and chairman of the Community Support
Committee.

~~~~~

Frackville Conducts Operation Bear Hug
SCI Frackville staff participated in Operation Bear Hug for the Schuylkill Frontier
Girls. Staff donated teddy bears/stuffed animals for a local fire company to provide
to children in times of fear and crisis to help ease them during their traumatic time.
Pictured is SCI Frackville’s mascot and puppy program graduate, Tucker,
overlooking the collection of bears.

~~~~~

Phoenix FACT Prepares Kids for School
SCI Phoenix’s Fathers and Children
Together (FACT) held a Back to School
event in the visiting room on Aug. 24. The
FACT program reconnects fathers into the
lives of their children and allows the
children to bond with their fathers. The
FACT program empowers incarcerated
fathers to make a positive difference in
their children lives by helping to steer
them in the right directions. The Back to
School event provided the fathers and
children the opportunity to pick out supplies together for the upcoming school year,
and, more importantly, provided reaffirmation of the value and importance of
education.
~~~~~

Powers Honored at Somerset Volunteer Banquet
On Aug. 26, SCI Somerset held its 26th Annual Volunteer Recognition Banquet.
Thirty-five volunteers and guests, as well as 28 inmates, were treated to a
wonderful dinner and program all funded by the Somerset Organization
Advancement of Residents (SOAR) program.
This year, Lawrence Powers, Sr., was selected as Volunteer of the Year. Larry is
very driven to serve the prison community.
“I need to let these guys know that we can change,” he said.
Larry, a Narcotics Anonymous volunteer, has spent more than 20 years
volunteering at multiple SCIs. Recovery is a life-long journey. It is imperative that
those in addiction know recovery is possible. In a time when addiction is an
epidemic, we need people like Larry more than ever.
SCI Somerset thanks Lawrence Powers for helping to change lives.
~~~~~

Ilykanoff Recognized for 25 Years of Service
SCI Greene Superintendent Robert
Gilmore presented John “Rebel” Ilykanoff
with his 25-year certificate and pin.
Rebel began his career at Mayview State
Hospital on March 31, 2003 as a
Maintenance Repairman II. He
transferred to SCI Pittsburgh on Dec. 12,
2009, and has been employed at SCI
Greene as the Corrections Painting Trades
Instructor since May 21, 2017. Rebel
coordinates the facility’s painting
assignments and instructs an average
crew of 4-6 inmates daily. He does an
outstanding job and is an excellent
worker. He carries a positive “can-do”
attitude and is eager to volunteer for
assignments and get the job done.
Gilmore recognized Rebel for his years of
service and his dedication to the department and to SCI Greene.
~~~~~

Fourth Dog Adopted from
Cambridge Springs
Program
On Aug. 31, Sammi graduated from
Canines Achieving Miracles in Prison
(CAMP) at SCI Cambridge Springs.
She was adopted by a veteran and
fellow staff member of SCI
Cambridge Springs, COT Gibala.
Gibala and his wife had adopted a
dog from the ANNA Shelter years
ago and have now adopted Sammi
into their family as well. Sammi is a
2-year-old female Labrador Retriever
mix who was surrendered to the
ANNA Shelter because her owner
was unable to care for her. She was
not socialized as a puppy and never
Pictured left to right: Landon; Officer Gibala
left the home, which resulted in her
and his wife; and Sammi
being very timid around people.
Sammi was able to learn to socialize with staff and inmates at CBS, and she also
learned all of her basic obedience commands. She is the fourth official graduate of
the CAMP Program. Congratulations to Sammi and the Gibala family!
~~~~~

Allentown District Office Participates in National Night Out

Top: Agent Bainbridge and Supervisor
Clewell at Lehigh Valley Mall
Right: Agents Condict and Ruesch with
Supervisor Robertson in Lehigh Township
Below: ASCRA Morales and Agent Lamourt
in Spring Township with Spring Township
Police Chief Bryan Ross
Below right: Agent Smolinsky and
Supervisor Rice in Shoemakersville

~~~~~

Around the Centers…
Keystone CCC Updates Fountains to
Help Environment, Promote Drinking
Water
Keystone CCC added new water fountains to the
facility to create an atmosphere where fresh and
filtered water is available 24 hours a day to the
reentrants and staff. It’s a new design that is
becoming more popular and appearing more in the
public, and it promotes healthy water consumption as
well as benefits the environment.
~~~~~
Week of August 26, 2019…

Department of Corrections Proposes SCI Retreat Closure
Department of Corrections (DOC) Secretary John Wetzel announced on Aug. 29 a
proposal to close the State Correctional Institution at Retreat, located in Luzerne
County and housing 1,100 inmates. The facility employs approximately 400
individuals.
"The closure proposal is necessary due to the $140 million Fiscal Year 2019-2020
budget deficit. One of the most cost-effective ways to reduce the gap between the
DOC's budget allotment and anticipated expenditures is to close a prison,"
Secretary Wetzel said.
The proposed closure of SCI Retreat is expected to save taxpayers $20 million this
fiscal year and $40 million next fiscal year. In addition, the DOC would avoid costs
associated with replacements of roofing, the bridge that leads to the facility, the
boiler and security-related equipment.
No other state prisons are being considered for closure.
Under this proposal, Wetzel said that every SCI Retreat employee will be offered a
position at a DOC facility. There are six facilities located within 65 miles of SCI
Retreat – SCIs Coal Township, Dallas, Frackville, Mahanoy, Muncy and Waymart.
Inmates will be transferred to other state prisons throughout the department.
"Gov. Wolf is committed to keeping these jobs in northeast Pennsylvania, and this
commitment, along with efforts from the Departments of Economic Development
and Labor & Industry, will help to mitigate any negative impacts from this closure,"
Wetzel said. "I am proud of these employees and am guaranteeing that everyone
will be offered a job in the northeast part of this state."
Wetzel also said that during Fiscal Year 2018-19, the DOC experienced a significant
decrease in its inmate population of nearly 1,900, which is the largest one-year

decrease in the department's history. In fact, the DOC's June 2019 inmate
population was 46,482, which is nearly 5,300 inmates lower than its highest-ever
prison population, which was 51,757 in June 2012.
"We are confident that we can close this prison and still be under operational
capacity," Wetzel said.
According to DOC figures, male state prisons are operating at approximately 95.7
percent of capacity. Officials say that, even with the closing of SCI Retreat, the
figure would only rise to approximately 98 percent of capacity.
"Prison closures are not a popular topic of discussion nor are they easy decisions to
make," Wetzel said. "However, when your agency and its employees have worked
successfully year-after-year to streamline and improve operations, that work -coupled with fewer individuals being sent to state prison due to use of community
diversionary programs -- results in a population decline that makes it fiscally
possible to safely reduce our correctional footprint."
According to prison closure processes enacted through legislation (Act 133 of
2018), the DOC must first announce its intention to close a prison and then
undergo a review process of at least three months before making a final
determination on the proposed closure. During this three-month period, DOC
officials will gather and review pertinent information about SCI Retreat, including
but not limited to physical plant age and condition, cost to operate and options for
staff. Also during this three-month period, the DOC will hold a public hearing in
Luzerne County. That hearing is set for October 17. A formal notice of hearing -including the time and location – will be announced soon.
In addition to the announcement proposing the closure of SCI Retreat, Wetzel also
announced:






Closing the Sharon Community Corrections Center, which is located in Mercer
County. A cost savings of $1.2 million is estimated. Individuals employed at
this facility will be located elsewhere in the northwestern part of the DOC,
and reentrants also will be housed elsewhere throughout the community
corrections system.
Discontinuing contracts with seven county prison facilities that provide either
reentry and/or parole violator center services, at an estimated savings of
approximately $8.8 million. Those counties are: Berks, Cambria, Chester,
Clinton, Columbia, Lackawanna and Lawrence. These services will be
provided using DOC facilities.
Eliminating positions at the DOC's Central Office and not back filling Central
Office vacancies, which is expected to save another approximately $1.2
million.

Other planned cost-savings initiatives include a reduction in reentry service lots and
combining mental health units at SCI Waymart.
A recently enacted cost-saving measure completed by the DOC includes the closure
of the outside service unit at SCI Phoenix.

Altogether, total cost reductions involving all DOC facilities and its Central Office are
being estimated at $86 million.
"The DOC must continue to be a good steward of taxpayer money," Wetzel said.
"Again, all of the improvements made to our system, combined with the
consolidation with the Parole Board, allow us to make safety-conscience decisions
that help to save taxpayer money at the same time. We continue to find ways to
reduce our footprint while still providing for public safety."
The DOC has created a dedicated email account (ra-crdocclose@pa.gov) and a tollfree number (888-316-8950) for staff, inmate families and others seeking
additional information.
Reporters should contact the DOC's Communications Office, and legislators are
asked to contact the DOC's Office of Policy, Grants and Legislative Affairs.
~~~~~

Department of Corrections Discusses Results of Parole
Cases Review
Department of Corrections Secretary John Wetzel discussed on Aug. 29 results of
an internal review of parole cases that involved recent homicides or attempted
homicides. Over the past few months, several homicides were committed by
individuals who were under parole supervision. Two children and an off-duty
Pittsburgh police officer were among victims.
"Each one of these murders is a tragedy. We owe answers first and foremost to the
surviving families and friends of the victims, and ultimately to the public," Secretary
Wetzel said.
The goal of the review was to determine whether there were any shortcomings in
each case individually and to identify whether there are any themes or policies that
should be modified to make such events less likely.
"Our review identified no evidence of misconduct or policy or rule violations that
would have reasonably affected the outcomes in these cases," Secretary Wetzel
said. "It also found that, within the last 10 years, the parole grant rate for violent
crimes has decreased and rearrest rates of parolees are relatively stable. There is
no indication of any alarming trends with regard to parole releases or arrests."
Wetzel also said that the DOC, under direction of Executive Deputy Secretary for
Community Corrections and Reentry George Little, is in the process of reviewing
ALL active parole cases –33,827 individuals -- to ensure they are being supervised
at the proper level. It is expected that this review will be completed within 60 days.
The agency's review process included review of policies and procedures and each
individual's criminal history, supervision history (ensuring the agency is following
the Risk Need Responsivity supervision strategy employed by the DOC) and
response to any aberrant behavior and parolee compliance with terms of
supervision.

The following recommendations were made and will be implemented:












Develop a domestic violence protocol to ensure consistent decision making.
Increase, enhance information sharing with those who make
recommendations to the Board of Probation and Parole.
Establish protocol to ensure consultation with district attorneys when a
parolee receives a new charge or is detained.
Launch a database so that law enforcement and others may easily ascertain
whether an individual is on parole supervision.
Expedite parole absconder case assignment to the Fugitive Apprehension
Search Team (FAST) Unit.
Reassessment of technical parole violator cases prior to release to ensure
proper level of supervision is assigned.
Use the Violence Forecasting Model (also known as the Berk Tool).
Issue an RFP for a new risk/needs assessment tool that pulls information for
the risk assessment from existing data; and begin use of the new tool within
one year.
Formalize parole recommendation guidelines for superintendents that will be
used to dictate what information shall be considered.
Conduct semi-annual reviews of all critical incidents, with the review being
co-chaired by the DOC secretary and chief counsel.
Augment the DOC's Field Agent Training program.

The following legislative action is recommended:





Supporting legislation that closes the "court of record" loophole that exists in
convicted parole violator and technical parole violator cases.
Adding a sixth violation category that addresses a parolee's continued failure
to adhere to recommended programming and/or conditions.
Creating a committee that will review and report annually on all murders
committed by individuals on parole.
The Department of Corrections, under a memorandum of understanding with
the Pennsylvania Board of Probation and Parole, assumed responsibility for
the supervision of paroled individuals across Pennsylvania. Paroling decisions
remain, solely, the responsibility of the Pennsylvania Board of Probation and
Parole.

Since this consolidation, significant field supervision enhancements have been
made:



Increased the intelligence capacity of the FAST Unit, thus increasing the
potential for apprehension of parole absconders.
Established the state's first Parole Intel Unit, which gathers intelligence from
field agents and submits the information to the analytics unit, who then
produced intelligence reports that are shared throughout the DOC and with
law enforcement.

The parole review report is available for viewing on the DOC's website.
~~~~~

Thai Delegation Visits SCI Phoenix
In August, Penn Law hosted a judicial training program for a delegation of 35 Thai
judges of various levels, including several judges with the Thai Supreme Court. The
program was titled, “An Overview of U.S. Federal and State Drug Laws, Policy,
Treatment, and Reform.”

Because the Thai Judiciary was interested in the topic, this group focused on
learning about drug laws, treatment, and reforms in the United States that could
possibly inform future changes in Thailand. One of the specific requests of the
group was to have an opportunity to visit a correctional facility -- SCI Phoenix -and to learn more about treatment for inmates with substance use disorders.
SCI Phoenix Superintendent Tammi Ferguson accompanied the Thai delegation –
along with Ned Hawkins, associate director of Penn Law’s Legal Education Programs
-- on the tour of SCI Phoenix. Delegates visited the east side visiting room; a
therapeutic community, the transitional housing unit, the special assessment unit,
the special observation unit and the east side of program services.
~~~~~

Lifers Hold Annual Family Forum at Smithfield
The Smithfield Pennsylvania Lifer’s Association (PLA) held its Annual Family Forum
on August 15. Seventeen inmates, 19 guests, three members from the PA Prison
Society and SCI Smithfield staff assembled in the visiting room for the event.
Inmates shared anecdotes and words of motivation, and family members shared
their stories of how they live with having a loved one incarcerated.

Also joining them were representatives from Coalition Against Death by
Incarceration (CADBI), who spoke about their work in the Philadelphia area and
about upcoming bills that could affect lifers in prison.

A question-and-answer session allowed family members to respond to inquiries
pertaining to the growth they have seen in their incarcerated loved ones, different
ways their lives are affected, and how the inmates could help make their families’
lives better on the outside. Speakers emphasized networking through social media,
utilizing their local elected officials and attending the organized rallies in their
region.
This annual event is a very positive and informative experience for both inmates
and their families.
~~~~~

Houtzdale Participates in PJs Drive
SCI Houtzdale staff chose to participate in PJs drive for Children, Youth, & Family
Services of Clearfield County and the Child Advocacy Center of Clearfield County.
As an institution, we set a goal and collected 143 pairs of Pajamas to be donated to
these organizations.

Pictured, left to right, are: William Shaw Jr., Clearfield County District Attorney; Mary
Tatum, CAC Director; and Crystal Vickland, CYS. From SCI Houtzdale -- Deputy
Superintendent Bobbi Jo Salamon, Personnel Director Michelle Grube, Training
Coordinator Karen Twigg, Inmate Records Supervisor Cheryl Walstrom, Budget
Analyst Leann Davis and Superintendent Barry Smith.

~~~~~

Mahanoy Hosts Annual Reentry Fair
On August 21, SCI Mahanoy hosted it annual
Reentry Fair for 170 inmates. Held in the prison’s
gymnasium, employees from the following prison
departments assisted: Education, Program
Service, Activities, Food Services and Security,
the fair was an absolute success.
The event saw approximately 25 vendors from
the surrounding community provide important
resources and information to inmates who are
soon-to-be-released and misconduct free for the
last six months. Each inmate was given time to
speak with each vendor about their resources
and was provided with helpful tools that can be used for their successful transition
back to their respected communities.
Participants for this year's fair were the Small Business Administration (SBA), PA
Prison Society, Berk’s County Connections, DOC Bureau of Community Corrections,
Morgan Corp, Liberty Ministries, Second Chance Training Program, Philadelphia
Fight Community Health Centers, SCI Mahanoy’s Transitional Housing Unit Services,
PA Bureau of Labor & Industry, PeopleReady, Peer Star LLC, PACE, The Program
“It’s About Change,” System for Award Management (SAM), Parole Supervisors, VA
Medical Center, GEO Group, and the Department of Banking and Securities.
~~~~~

First SCI Waymart Inmate Licensed in Cosmetology
On August 20 – after having
received licensure for its
Cosmetology School in January
2018 -- the first SCI Waymart
inmate cosmetologist was licensed!
Previously, SCI Waymart had a
Barber School but not a
Cosmetology School.
Teacher Tami McCollum works
tirelessly with her students to
prepare them for this rigorous
written exam. Students are
responsible for paying the testing
fees, which exceed $130. Students
study in class, in the library outside
of class, and on their housing units.
The exam tests knowledge of
anatomy, nail diseases and disorders, hair coloring, chemical texture services, skin
diseases, haircutting techniques, and client relations.
A licensed cosmetologist can cut and color hair as well as give manicures,
pedicures, and facials.
Students in the Cosmetology School collaborate with students in SCI Waymart’s
business classes to develop business plans for salons and spas. Upon release from
prison, many of the students intend to be business owners as well as
cosmetologists.
~~~~~

Academy Chef Participates in Podcast
Training Academy Chef Todd Lewis recently was a guest on
the podcast “Jawn Appetit.” The podcast hosts – Roy and
Chanelle Burton -- talk about all things food in the
Philadelphia and New Jersey areas.
Lewis is the director of the Culinary Arts Program at the
DOC’s Training Academy. He spoke about the three
different Culinary Arts Programs, the program curriculum,
which includes obtaining ServSafe certification, proper use
of knives, proper cutting techniques, soups and sauces, salads, entrees, read and
scale recipes, etc. Everything is made from scratch.

He also spoke about how he highlighted the program at the last two PA Farm
Shows, success of former inmates after release from prison and much more! Listen
here: https://soundcloud.com/jawn-appetit/chef-todd-lewis-kurt-evans-hiddenlives-illuminated
~~~~~

QBC CWP Project at Keystone Elk Country Alliance Visitor
Center
Submitted by Melissa Billotte, Superintendent Assistant
On a humid Thursday morning in July, the Community Work Program (CWP)
crew at the Quehanna Boot Camp headed out to the Keystone Elk Country
Alliance Visitor Center in Benezette, Pa. There, they would lend a helping
hand at the center’s working farm (Elk Mountain Homestead).
Turning off the main road heading toward the visitor center, the first thing
you see is a wooden wall with a welcome message.

Immediately behind the wall is a large statue of an elk and The Gurney
Volunteer House.

On previous visits, the CWP crew has assisted with staining the house and
helped create the stone base for the statue.
The crew begins the day by moving and positioning a conveyor belt to load
hay bales in the barn loft. Two men unload the hay bales from a trailer, one
(with assistance from Maintenance Foreman Hummel and Chad Woodward,
the farm manager) puts them on the conveyor, and three men catch the
bales in the loft and stack them.

Once this task was completed, it was time to work in the stable. The Elk
Mountain Homestead has two beautiful Belgian horses, Donny and Jake.
Chad joked that the horses are college graduates and went on to explain
that Syracuse University has an equestrian program where they train horses.
Once the students in the program graduate, the horses cannot be recycled

back into the program, so they are sold. Donny and Jake are used to pull
wagons for tours and weddings. They are known to “pose” for photos.

The CWP crew breaks off to complete tasks in and around the stable. A
couple shovel sawdust into a wheelbarrow and dump it in a storage area to
be used to line the stalls. Several other crew members clean and polish the
bridles and harnesses. Yet another crew member cleans out the horse stalls
and puts down fresh sawdust.

By the end of the day, everyone is tired but full of pride at having
accomplished so much in the course of one day.
Chad expressed his thanks for the crew coming to assist. He said that if the
crew didn’t come up to help, he is responsible for completing all these tasks
on his own.
On a side note, the crew cleans up the old Benezette Cemetery. An
individual recently sent a letter to the facility expressing his gratitude for the
hard work our CWP crew did to improve the cemetery. His letter follows:

~~~~~

Prison Pup Saved After Training Mishap, Finds Forever
Home
Echo was the third Canines Achieving
Miracles in Prison dog at SCI Cambridge
Springs when his tenure in the program
came to an abrupt end.
Although generally a sweet dog, Echo bit
his inmate handler in the face and was
immediately kicked out of CAMP and
returned to the ANNA Shelter, which
partners with the prison. Echo was set to
be put down due to his aggression, but
Records Specialist Alicia Groover
reviewed the footage of the incident and
saw the bite was not Echo’s fault.
His inmate handler approached him in a
way that put him into “play mode,” but
then put her face near his face. The dog
nipped the handler in the face—wagging
his tail and thinking they were playing
the whole time. The incident resulted in
his expulsion, but upon review it was
determined it was all a
misunderstanding. The inmate handler
wasn’t upset about the incident and insisted it was her own fault.
Echo was saved from being put down and completed the program at the shelter.
Staff tried to get him to bite again to test him, but he never did as he passed the
rest of his training easily.
In August, Echo found his forever home when he was adopted by Elicia Coal, a
retired Navy veteran who spent 30 years in the medical field. She now leads Safety
Tails LLC, a program that focuses on canine CPR and first aid for pet owners. Echo
will travel with Elicia as she teaches others these life-saving skills.
Echo became the third CAMP graduate and first to a veteran—which is a goal of the
program.
~~~~~

52 Graduate at SCI Albion
On Aug. 21, SCI Albion celebrated its annual graduation ceremony for inmates who
earned their GED and Commonwealth Secondary diplomas and for students who
graduated from the Business Education, Custodial Maintenance and Trades and the
Warehouse Operations programs.

This year 52 graduates earned their diplomas and/or certifications. Once again, it
was held in the visiting room to allow the students to share this important
milestone with their family and friends. The keynote speaker was Charleen Beiter,
adult education manager of the Tech After Hours Program for the Erie School
District. The ceremony was well-attended by family, friends and staff.
~~~~~

Albion Hosts
Reentry Fair
SCI Albion hosted another
very successful Reentry
Fair on July 25.
The fair takes place every
year to help inmates
successfully transition back
to their communities.
Approximately 150
participants (who were 18
months or less to their
minimum) attended the
fair. More than 30 organizations were represented at the fair this year including PA
CareerLink, OVR, Tech After Hours Adult Education-Erie School District, Northern PA
Regional College, Career Concepts, Remedy Staffing, Flagger Force, PA Department
of Banking & Securities, Department of Veterans Affairs, Pyramid Healthcare,
Gaudenzia, Domestic Relations, GECAC, Mental Health Association, Erie County
Care Management and Family Services.
~~~~~

VA Presents to Huntingdon Staff
On Aug. 21, SCI Huntingdon hosted 10 staff
members from the James E. Van Zandt
Veterans Medical Center in a staff
wellness/outreach event. More than 50
Huntingdon staff members participated in
the presentations. The staff from the VA
presented information on a variety of topics
including women’s health, suicide
prevention, health care, transition care,
Veterans X and much more. The
presentation was well received and plans
are being made for this same program to
be presented to other SCI’s in the region.
~~~~~

Benner Township Staff Collect School Supplies for Kids
SCI Benner Township organized a school supplies drive to benefit the students who
live in Centre County. Social Work Department staff partnered with CentreSafe, a
local agency focused on empowering survivors of sexual or domestic violence. They
provide the following services: crisis intervention, 24-hour hotline, emergency
shelter, counseling, support groups, education and advocacy. CentreSafe assists
victims who have fled their homes because of domestic violence. With the school
year upon us, staff wanted to give back to the community by helping families with
school-aged children by purchasing new school supplies.

Benner Township staff donated an abundance of school supplies. Thirteen
backpacks were fully packed with supplies such as: pencil boxes, binders,
notebooks, folders, pencils, crayons, markers, colored pencils, pens, pencil
sharpeners, erasers, glue and glue sticks, scissors, rulers and hand sanitizer.
CentreSafe distributed the backpacks and extra supplies to students in
Kindergarten–12th grade in the community. The Back-To-School Drive was a huge
success!
~~~~~

Smithfield Staff Learn
About SEAP
SCI Smithfield recently hosted
a lunch-and-learn session on
the topic of the State
Employees Assistance Program
(SEAP). Employees are
sometimes hesitant to use
SEAP services because they
believe there is a stigma
attached to it, but as explained
during the session, there should
be no shame in reaching out for
help for you or your family.
SEAP is a great benefit and
resource for all state
employees.
Test your SEAP knowledge!
1. If you call SEAP, does it remain confidential? Do they call your
employer or anyone else to let them know you contacted them?
Answer: Your call to SEAP remains confidential. The only way they notify someone
is if you are claiming self-harm or claiming harm on someone else.
2. Does SEAP ever discloses any type of personal information to the
SEAP Coordinator or the back-up coordinator about you or anyone?
Answer: If you sign a HIPPA release, they will provide the SEAP coordinator with a
medical excuse but that is all. The medical excuse only states the days you are to
be excused from work and nothing else. This excuse stays with the SEAP
coordinator and is not shared with anyone else. The SEAP coordinator will notify
supervisors via email that medical documentation was received excusing you from
work during a specific timeframe.
3. Do you always follow proper call off procedures when calling off
SEAP?
Answer: When you call in to your facility to call off, you do not have to tell anyone
that you are calling off SEAP. This is just like any other medical appointment. You
can simply state you are calling off due to medical issues or you have a medical
appointment.
4. If you contact SEAP and are set up with a counselor, financial
counselor, or attorney and for some reason you are not happy with
them or their services, can you contact SEAP for a new referral to
another provider?

Answer: Yes, you can contact SEAP and explain why you are not satisfied and
request a new referral.
5.







Who is eligible for SEAP?
Employees
Spouse/partner
Dependent children
Other household members
Adult children (regardless of residence)
Other family members, such as parents, siblings, etc. (regardless of
residence)

6. Did you know you can use SEAP for the following?
Legal Services 





Hotline open Monday-Friday, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Free unlimited telephone consultation
Referral to local attorney – free 30-minute in-person consultation per legal
matter
25% discount for ongoing services (20% discount for mediation services)
Free online legal information, including common forms and will kits

Financial Services –







Financial hotline open Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Answered by credentialed financial professionals
Free phone consultations (one consultation per problem)
Free document review by fax or e-mail (budgets, loan paperwork, taxes,
etc.)
Referrals to local financial professionals and advisement resources
No sales or loans

Additional SEAP benefits –



Up to 4 free face-to-face assess and refer sessions with counselor
No limit to number of times SEAP may be accessed for different issues

~~~~~

Waymart Celebrates SECA Prizes
SCI Waymart was awarded trophies for its 2018 State Employee Combined Appeal
(SECA) contributions last week.
Waymart earned awards for highest contribution percentage and best overall
campaign. Pictured with the hardware (from left) are CO1 Roberta Griffis, CO2
Jesse Chapman and CO3 Michelle Griffin.
The 2019 SECA campaign kicks off next month.

~~~~~

Chester Staff, Inmates Complete Back-to-School Drive
SCI Chester’s Employees
Recreation Association (CERA)
and Chester’s Inmate
Improvement Organization were
in full back-to-school mode
recently.
Staff and inmates donated
money and collected enough
back-to-school supplies to fill
more than 60 backpacks for
children of the Wesley House.
They didn’t just buy some
crayons and pencils—more than
$1,000 was spent making sure
the children were given the necessary items needed to make their school year a
success. Items included notepads, binders, scientific calculators and Kindle Fires.
(Backpacks were broken down by grades K-12.)
The Wesley House is a homeless shelter for
single women or families. The shelter has
17 rooms for guests and is typically at full
capacity of 70 people on any given day. It
serves an average of 240 individuals (75
households) per year. Wesley House has a
state-of-the-art computer training room for
clients to improve their computer skills,
search for employment and secure
permanent housing. Financial literacy
(Money Smarts) classes are offered as well
as the Catholic Social Services’ Out of
Poverty Program, enrichment classes,
nutrition classes, medical assessments
through Horizon House, respite care for
needy children and toys during the holiday
season. Staff raised $320 and donated bags
of clothing.
Stay tuned for round two of SCI Chester’s
back-to-school supply drive coming soon!
~~~~~

Inmate Locator Expanded, Now Includes Parolees
The Inmate Locator on the DOC website has been expanded to include parolees.
DOC employees, law enforcement personnel or the general public are now able to
search for parolee information by using the “Inmate/Parolee Locator” found on the
middle icon bar of the DOC website: www.cor.pa.gov
~~~~~

Around the Centers…
BCC Conducts Basic
Training for CCF Staff
In the fall of 2018 and as a
pilot program, the Bureau of
Community Corrections
conducted regional basic
trainings for the staff at the
contracted corrections facilities
(CCFs). This not only required
obtaining necessary resources,
but it also required teamwork
from both within and beyond
the BCC. With the assistance of
the Training Academy, Board of
Probation and Parole, and BCC staff, the pilot program was an immense success.
This basic training is specifically for community corrections contract staff, which
shortened the required time for the training from two weeks to one week.
In 2019, the BCC took on the challenge of conducting regional basic trainings for
the contract facility staff, with the goal of providing two trainings per region within
one year. Since the commencement of the CCF Basic Training Program, 192
contract staff have successfully completed the basic training. Throughout the
implementation of the program, the participants have received many essential
trainings ranging from PREA to Incident Command System from the subject matter
experts in the field. Upon the successful completion of basic training, the
participants receive a certificate of completion.
The CCF Basic Training Program could not be a success without cohesive teamwork
and zealous staff who continually sacrifice their time to support the CCF Basic
Training Program. The BCC administration appreciates the time, assistance and
efforts given from the Training Academy, Board of Probation and Parole, BCC staff,
and those staff from the contract facilities who have attended the program thus far.
The estimated cost savings for this change is in excess of $75,000.
~~~~~

“Tall Cop” Returns for Drug Awareness Training
Northeast Counterdrug
Training Center to bring
Jermaine “Tall Cop” Galloway
back to Central Pennsylvania
August 14-16, 2019. The
training was held at the Camp
Hill Grace Pollack Center and
supported by the Camp Hill
School District and Camp Hill
Police Department.
Nearly 300 attendees from the DOC, state and county probation and parole
employees, along with local and state law enforcement, educators and
administrators from all over Central Pennsylvania attended the training.
This training, which provides attendees with the ability, knowledge and confidence
to help identify who is abusing drugs, drug clothing, drug concealment methods and
containers, drug paraphernalia, drug related music and groups, logos and much
more. There also is a hands-on component to allow attendees to become familiar
with items. The program was well received by everyone.
~~~~~

Reentrants Attend Citizens Advisory Meeting
Philadelphia CCC #2’s most
recent citizens advisory
meeting included a number
of organizations from within
the community. This
meeting was particularly
impressive because two of
the organizations that
attended sent
representatives that work
for them that are actually
reentrants of CCC #2!
The three reentrants were
released from prison and
gained employment working
for organizations that strongly support and assist with reentry. All three of these
reentrants are on Correction Counselor McCallister’s caseload, and she does a great
job encouraging them and supporting them as they continue to help others and

remain successful. The reentrants enjoy the work they do as well as the opportunity
to help improve the lives of others in the community.
~~~~~

Johnstown
Reentrants Work in
Community Garden
When a community
representative requested
help with the Johnstown
Community Garden,
Johnstown Community
Corrections Center
reentrants stepped up. The
reentrants helped plant,
harvest and weed the
garden, which grows food to
help feed the homeless in
the community.
~~~~~

Week of August 19, 2019…

Waymart Employees Continue Charitable Work
SCI Waymart recently set up donation boxes at its front gate and sally port,
allowing employees to donate canned and boxed items such as tuna fish, pasta,
sauce, cake mixes, rice, potatoes, etc., to the Calvary United Methodist Church
Food Pantry.

~~~~~

Basic Training Cadets Graduate from DOC Training
Academy
While receiving encouraging words and sage advice, 134 students from Basic
Training Class #1905 graduated during a ceremony at the DOC Training Academy
in Elizabethtown on Aug. 9. The graduation was the end of a five-week training
period for the class, which included both state and county jail corrections officers.

Marirosa Lamas, superintendent at SCI Chester, was the keynote speaker. She
pointed out that the graduating class has a lot of opportunity to grow throughout
their career with the Department of Corrections.
“You will have the option of looking at your positions as either a job or a career,”
Superintendent Lamas said. “But either way, you would be wise to keep three
things in mind during your duties: dedications, strength and virtues.” She then
went on to detail what each one should mean to a DOC employee.
Training Academy Director Michael Dooley was also on hand to give remarks,
congratulating the class on a job well done during the five weeks of Basic Training
and recognizing the support of the many family and friends in attendance. He also
recognized the dedication of the Basic Training instructors, thanking them for their
efforts and their role in developing corrections professionals.
Robert Murphy, from American Legion Post 329, also participated in the ceremony
by presenting the Professional Image award.
~~~~~

Somerset, Laurel
Highlands Staff Support
National Night Out
Several staff members from SCI
Somerset and SCI Laurel
Highlands participated in National
Night Out that was held Aug. 13
at the Union Street Playground in
Somerset, PA.
The DOC display included puppies
and dogs from the Canine
Partners for Life program,
friendship rock painting, face
painting and treats for the kids.
The event was very positive, wellattended and full of fun activities.
There was a variety of community
service organizations there promoting a safe and healthy community.
~~~~~

Forest Staff Welcome New Market C Option
On Aug. 8, SCI Forest staff welcomed a new option from their vending company
courtesy of the Employee Association: Market C. All employees have a card that
they can load money on to in order to make various purchases from the machine.
The Employee Association put $3 on each member’s account. Pictured are Alyssa
Meck (left) and Jen Reed of the Employee Association.

~~~~~

Laurel Highlands
Inmates Attend
Reentry Career Fair
On May 16, SCI Laurel Highlands
held its annual Career and
Reentry Fair in the chapel. There
were 16 vendors represented,
bringing an abundance of
beneficial resources for those
preparing to reenter the
community within the next six
months.
Agencies and programs
represented included: Laurel
Highlands’ Education
Department’s Flagging Course
and Custodial Maintenance; Mental Health Associates in PA; Berks Connection PreTrial Services; Cambria/Somerset Counties Victim Services, and Community Action
Partnership; Goodwill Industries, along with Liberty Ministries; PA CareerLink; PA
Dept. of Banking & Securities; Pittsburgh Community Services Inc.; Salvation Army
of Western PA; Somerset Hospital Tobacco Treatment Specialist; The Program;
Trade Institute of Pittsburgh; and United Way of Somerset. University of Pittsburgh
and Westmoreland Community College provided information on their programs for
those interested in furthering their education, as well.
Approximately 80 inmates took advantage of this opportunity.

~~~~~

Somerset Honor Guard Attends Funeral for Tennessee DOC
Employee
SCI Somerset’s Honor Guard traveled to Nashville, TN, to participate in the funeral
services for Debra Johnson.

Pictured with the Somerset Honor Guard are two officers from the Tennessee DOC.
Debra Johnson was a Tennessee DOC administrator and served the department for
38 years. She was murdered by an escaped inmate, who was captured after a fiveday manhunt.
~~~~~

PCI Staff Bring Gifts to Veterans Center
A team of Pennsylvania Correctional Industries leaders visited the Paul R. Gordon
Veteran Social Center in Reading with gift bags for the center’s vets.
The bags were filled with toiletries, socks and hats, and they were all made by
inmates working for PCI. The center—which is part of Hope Rescue Mission—serves
as a support system for area veterans in need.

~~~~~

Around the Centers…
BCC Staff Hold Cookout
for Juvenile Lifers
On the afternoon of Aug. 17, Bureau
of Community Corrections staff held
a cookout for released juvenile lifers
(JL) and their friends and family in
Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. It
turned out to be a beautiful day of
mingling and enjoying lots of great
food.
Great work by all the staff that
assisted in making this day happen!
Corrections Counselor McCallister,
CCCM Mobley and Center Director
Barnes assisted the day of and with
preparation and Center Monitor
Robinson and Corrections Counselor Piorko assisted with preparation. Additionally,
thank you to parole agents A. Jones, Murray and Battle for their continued support
with JL events.
~~~~~
Week of August 12, 2019…

Mercer Holds Career Reentry Fair
On July 24, SCI Mercer held a Career Reentry Fair for nearly 200 inmates who were
within two years of their minimum sentence dates. More than 30 community
participants – consisting of employers, vocational/technical schools, PA CareerLink,
PA Department of Banking and Security, parole agents and reentry organizations –
interacted with the inmates.
“What made this year’s fair even more successful was the virtual reality headsets
that inmates were allowed to wear,” said Education Guidance Counselor Dan
McGivern. “They displayed a real-world look at community corrections centers,
which is where some of these guys will parole to.”
Facility officials send special thanks to all those involved that helped make this
year’s Career Reentry Fair a success!

~~~~~

Smithfield Hosts Blood Drive
On August 6, SCI Smithfield hosted a joint American Red Cross blood drive along
with SCI Huntingdon staff.
“This blood drive was record-breaking at this facility,” said Superintendent Assistant
Lisa Hollibaugh. “From the 36 employees who signed up to donate blood, 29 units
of blood were collected.”
Each unit of blood has the potential to save three lives; therefore, with this blood
drive, staff’s donations could potentially help save the lives of 87 people.
“We are extremely thankful to our staff for their generous donations and look
forward to breaking through the bar next drive.” Hollibaugh said.

~~~~~

Parole’s Erie District Office Participates in NNO
Employees from the Erie District Office participated in two National Night Out (NNO)
events on August 6.
“I was at the Cambridge Springs event, where a good time was had by community
residents, vendors, police and fire first responders and parole agents,” said Mindy
Davis, an ASCRA agent for the Erie District Offices. “We were so proud to represent
our agency.”

Agent Marnie Sommers, Agent Nora Dzara and ASCRA Mindy Davis. Agent Mark Kernick,
Agent Beth Servidio and intern Leah Elberfeld also attended but are not pictured .

The second event, at Erie City’s Gridley Park, ended early due to heavy rain and
inclement weather.
~~~~~

SCI Somerset Holds Reentry Resource Fair
On August 7, SCI
Somerset hosted a
Reentry Resource Fair
for 266 inmates. At the
event, which was held in
the prison’s gymnasium,
21 agencies were
represented and
provided a wealth of
information to inmates
who soon would be
released from prison.
The fair was well
received with many
flyers given out and
networking contacts
established.
Participating in this year’s fair were
Flagger Force, Goodwill of the
Southern Alleghenies, CareerLink of
Somerset County, The Erase
Project, Fluid Delivery Solutions,
Department of Banking and
Securities, Mental Health
Association of Pennsylvania, PA
Housing Finance Agency, Liberty
Ministries, Fair Housing Law Center,
Triangle Tech, University of
Pittsburgh, Peer Star, Amachi,
Foundation of HOPE, Breaking the
Chainz, and The Program “It’s
About Change.”
In addition to these outside representatives, individuals from the DOC provided
information on the agency’s barber program and the use of virtual reality for soonto-be-released inmates. ASCRA agents from Pittsburgh and Altoona Districts also
met with interested inmates.
SCI Somerset’s Social Work and Education Departments co-organized the event
and received additional assistance from the Activities, Dietary and Security
divisions.
~~~~~

Parole Agents Tour SCI Greene
On August 8, 15 parole agents from the Pittsburgh District Office toured SCI
Greene. The agents visited several areas of the prison and met with staff who
provided them with an overview of the parole processes. The intent was for the
agents to leave the prison with a greater understanding of operations and how they
directly relate to their occupation.

~~~~~

This Year’s SECA Campaign is set for September 3 to
October 25!
On September 3, the state’s State Employee Combined Appeal (SECA) campaign
will begin. For several months each year, the state’s Office of Administration allows
for state employees to donate to approved charitable organizations. This year’s
campaign runs from September 3 to October 25, 2019.
SECA has been around for decades, and approximately 1,000 charities participate in
the campaign, allowing state employees to choose from a wide variety of charities
with humanitarian and environmental missions. All charities are represented by one
of nine umbrella organizations. Through the campaign, employees can donate to
their favorite charities, participate in special events, and dedicate their donations.
At the DOC, one individual at Central Office is named as the statewide coordinate,
and another individual serves as that person’s back-up administrator. All SECA work
is done in addition to their regular work duties.
This year’s SECA statewide administrator is Ron Morrison, who successfully headed
DOC efforts in past years. Ron works with each facility, community corrections
centers, parole districts/regions/offices and DOC Central Office bureau/office
directors to ensure every state is aware of the campaign and its agency

contribution goal, and he works to ensure everyone knows how they can make
donations.
DOC employees are reminded to take time to view the charitable organizations and
to submit their donations – which can be either a one-time donation or can be
deducted weekly from employee pay. Information about SECA can be view on the
state’s SECA website at www.seca.pa.gov
Remember, when you donate to SECA, you are helping your neighbors, friends,
family and your community! Please consider donating to SECA this year.
~~~~~

Chester Students Celebrate with Tutoring Program
On Aug. 9, SCI Chester celebrated the final day of the summer session with Petey
Greene Tutoring Program. Inmate students were presented with certificates of
participation and the culinary department supplied refreshments.
Deputy Superintendent for Centralized Services Mark Wahl and Principal Taneisha
Spall coordinate the program and supply current SCI Chester school students for
the Petey Greene tutoring one day per week. Petey Greene has been actively
working with the Chester student population for the past two years. The program
has been a great success and is planning to offer more hours of tutoring for the
next semester.
The Petey Greene Program supplements education in jails, prisons and detention
centers by preparing volunteers to provide quality tutoring to support the academic
achievement of incarcerated people. The Petey Greene Program coordinates and
trains tutors and teaching assistants to volunteer in jails, prisons and detention
centers across six states: Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, and Washington, D.C/Maryland. Since 2008, the Petey Greene
Program has been working to supplement correctional education programs at no
cost to prisons or taxpayers. In 2018, the program had close to one thousand
active tutors nationally, across 45 correctional facilities, who contributed 11,400
hours of tutoring.
In the Philadelphia region, the program recruits and trains volunteers from Temple
University, The University of Pennsylvania, Haverford College and Swarthmore
College, as well as the general Philadelphia community. Those tutors make a oncea-week commitment of approximately 2-4 hours to support the academic
achievement of incarcerated learners—either as a teaching assistant for inside
educators or working with students in a study hall format. In addition to the
Philadelphia office, The Petey Greene Program is starting a new region in Pittsburgh
this year.
~~~~~

Huntingdon Employee, Dog
Participates in National Night Out
SCI Huntingdon Accounting Assistant Christi
Gordon and facility dog CJ set up a booth at the
Bedford County Night Out Against Crime event on
Aug. 6. This was a great event to support our local
law enforcement, local fire company and others
that volunteer to make our community a better
place. This was also a great opportunity to share
information about the Canine Partners for Life
program and the service dogs that provide services
to people in need.
CJ loved the search and rescue horse that was at
the event. Christi said, "I am grateful to be part of
a program that provides a wonderful service to the
community."

~~~~~

Food Truck Visits SCI Waymart Employees
On August 7, Ray’s Porketta Truck visited SCI Waymart, to help officials raise funds
for an upcoming regional employee symposium.

On board their brand-new food truck to cook and present some very delicious
choices were former property room sergeant Chris Coolican and Renee Magnotta.
All three shifts were able to partake in the festivities and dine on the best Porketta
this side of Sicily. The generous servings were over the top. Other delicious choices
consisted of slow roasted beef with provolone; shredded Buffalo chicken; meatball
hoagies, walking taco bowls and Caprese salads, complete with chips and a
Beverage. Delectable desserts included crème brulee cheesecake with fresh
strawberries and whipped cream; blueberry buckle with whipped cream, and
chocolate peanut butter layer cake, which was described as being absolutely the
very best.
Prison officials sent thanks to Chris and Renee for their perseverance in serving
staff. Special thanks also to members of the Symposium Committee for hosting this
event.
~~~~~

Counselor Runs for Fallen
County CO
SCI Mahanoy Corrections Counselor Nick
Wilson ran a 5K on Aug. 10 in honor of fallen
county Corrections Officer Kristopher Moules.
Moules died at the Luzerne County
Correctional Facility on July 18, 2016, while
at work.
Every year this run takes place in the middle
of August at Kirby Park in Wilkes-Barre. Law
enforcement and corrections personnel from
all over the country attend this event. The
run/walk has raised enough money in the last
three years to give 13 academic scholarships,
and it also gives to different organizations
that meant a lot to Kris, such as Pennsylvania
Camp Cadet and Challenger Baseball.
~~~~~

Paganelli, Friend Named Employees of the Quarters at
Chester
Greg “Tex” Paganelli and Lt. David
Friend were named Employee of the
Quarter at SCI Chester for the first
and second quarters, respectively.
Paganelli (pictured left) is the
plumbing trades instructor and was
named employee of the first quarter
for his go-to and can-do attitude. He
has been employed by the DOC for
the last 20 years and often goes
above and beyond what is expected!
Mr. Paganelli is the type coworker
you are proud to have!
Friend (pictured right) has been
employed at SCI Chester since 2005.
Aside from being a great, "go-to"
coworker, he has been pivotal in
running the Chester Employees Recreation Association (CERA), most recently by
hopping on the food truck trend and bringing in monthly vendors. Most recently,
during Corrections Employees Week, he poured his heart into making sure staff

were able to enjoy the food, even food service staff. Lt. Friend is well respected and
is the type of guy that can always be counted on!
Congrats to Tex and Lt. Friend!
~~~~~

Chester ERA Treats Staff with Sweets, Raffles
On July 30, Chester’s
Employee Recreation
Association served free coffee,
donuts and tea at shift change
for all three shifts.
The Employee Recreation
Association also sold 50/50
tickets and raffled off a few
items, including movie theater
tickets and Philadelphia Eagles
apparel.
Kudos to these employees for
going above and beyond to
sponsor this exciting event!
~~~~~

Huntingdon Program Correction
In last week’s Correctional Newsfront, we ran a story about SCI Huntingdon
inmates working on the riparian buffer program. The program is through the
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources and the Alliance
for the Chesapeake Bay, not the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection. We apologize for the error.
~~~~~

Week of August 5, 2019…

Teacher Feature: SCI Mercer’s William Bush
By Hayden Christ, Press Office Intern
William Bush is the automotive instructor
at SCI Mercer. His class can
accommodate a total of 16 students at a
time, with eight in the morning session
and eight in the afternoon session. His
students are able to earn a certificate of
completion by putting in 300 hours of
time in the class and lab. Students that
finish the class with a 70 percent or
higher and possess a valid driver’s license
are able to take the PA State Inspection
class. Bush said that roughly 50 percent
of the students end up being able to
obtain the PA State Inspection License
due to numerous inmates not having a valid

SCI Mercer Automotive Instructor
William Bush demonstrating how to
service a battery.

driver’s license.

Bush teaches many skills to the students that range from shop safety to the lift
points on cars and trucks. The students also get taught about automotive
measurements with the proper tools, how to use service manuals and how to
complete fluid service. Bush also teaches his students about the cooling system of a
vehicle, the electrical system and the starting and charging systems. As if that
wasn’t enough, Bush will go on and show them about repairing and diagnosing the
brake system, suspension system and steering, and he also teaches them about
tires and front-end alignments. Bush believes that the number one thing that his
students learn is safety in the shop. He also said that being responsible is another
valuable lesson that they learn, since coming to class on time is comparable to
going to work on time.
The automotive
classroom at Mercer has
recently added a welding
simulator, which has
been an exceptional
teaching tool for the
automotive class. The
welding simulator
teaches the students the
basics of welding.
Students learn that
having welding skills
when working in an

Bush helping a student with the welding simulator.

automotive shop is very beneficial to their job. Students are able to simulate
welding through a state-of-the-art program. By completing this program, they will
have the basic skills needed to weld frames and make exhaust repairs. When
welding, you must have personal protective equipment and know the safety
procedures involved. The students enjoy using the welder. They like new challenges
and quickly realize that they can do very well on the simulator. The welding
simulator is just a starting point in welding, but the skills they learn on the
simulator will transfer to being able to use a stick or metal inert gas (MIG) welder
with very little training in a garage, once they leave Mercer.
Overall, Bush is enjoying how the class is going so far.
“It’s pretty good, I get guys that want to learn and look for jobs in the automotive
industry,” he said.
~~~~~

Pine Grove Holds
Graduation
SCI Pine Grove held its inmate
graduation ceremonies on July 31. The
guest speaker was Derrick Johnson,
who was released from Pine Grove on
April 15, 2018. Johnson is a 51-yearold Philadelphia native, and a once
multi-state offender who is now a
property owner, landlord and executive
chef.
A total of 28 inmates graduated with
a variety of diplomas and
certifications: seven inmates
graduated with a GED; 14 inmates
graduated with a Commonwealth
Secondary Diploma; one inmate
graduated with a Barber’s License;
one inmate graduated with a Building
& Custodial Maintenance Degree; four
inmates graduated with Carpentry
Degrees; and one inmate graduated
with a HVAC Degree.
Johnson’s bio in his own words:
“Derrick Johnson, a 51-year-old
Guest Speaker Derrick Johnson
Philadelphia native is no stranger to
the legal system. A multi-state offender with arrests and incarcerations in PA, NJ,

and Maryland, was once of the mindset like many. What is that mindset? – That my
color and record wouldn’t allow me to go far in life and obtain anything tangible
through legal means! That was my Achilles heel, an impediment placed in my own
life that far outweighed the truth! Being a product from goods schools, and a good
family wasn’t enough to keep me from the allure of the streets. My crimes were not
committed because of being financially deprived, I broke the law because it was
made to seem like the in thing to do. I have come a long way since then, and have
decided to use my powers of influence towards the good. Since my release from
Pine Grove 4/2018, I have become a property owner, landlord, an Executive Chef,
and a found of a program currently under review by the city of Johnstown. All of
this achieved in a year. Can’t wait to see what the following year brings. If you
could feel my determination, and drive, you would be on pins and needles waiting
to see what I would achieve next. All I can say is stay tuned, I am just warming
up. Who would’ve ever thought that doing good would be so easy and fun.”
~~~~~

Office of Population Management Takes Control of DOC
Buses
Beginning July 2019, responsibility for the operation and maintenance of DOC buses
moved from the Bureau of Administration to the DOC’s Office of Population
Management. Previously the 14 DOC buses were housed at and maintained by
different state prisons across the commonwealth. These 14 buses move
approximately 35,000 inmates from facility to facility around the state. Under this
new change, the buses will remain at these prisons, but now OPM will be
responsible for tracking their use, maintenance and repair.
The central coordination of the buses is expected to release prison staff from these
duties, allowing them to dedicate their time to perform more prison-specific duties.
The centralized maintenance will also better preserve the buses, as records show
that preventative care extends the life of a vehicle. Another component of this
change will be that OPM will have back-up buses housed at the DOC’s
Transportation Hub (which is located at SCI Benner Township), and those buses can
be used to replace buses that are scheduled for maintenance, thus keeping the
inmate transportation system running smoothly.
The oldest bus that the DOC has is from 1997, with the newest being from 2018.
~~~~~

Huntingdon Inmates
Working Towards Riparian
Buffer Certificate
Several state agencies, including the
Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources and the Department
of Environmental Protection, are
partnering in planting riparian buffers
to help mitigate water pollution in the
Chesapeake Bay Watershed. A riparian
buffer or stream buffer is a vegetated
area near a stream, usually forested,
which helps shade and partially protect
the stream from the impact of
adjacent land uses. It plays a key role
in increasing water quality in
associated streams, rivers and lakes,
thus providing environmental benefits.
SCI Huntingdon inmates are
participating in a pilot program with
these agencies, the Riparian Buffer
Vocational Training project, which is
another workforce development program. Shown in the pictures are the participants
gaining knowledge of which trees and shrubbery are best used and the proper
planting techniques. Also, the Community Work Program crews at Huntingdon have
visited a working riparian buffer site and helped to clear another overgrown riparian
buffer. Upon successful completion of the Riparian Buffer training, participants will
receive a certification in the program.
~~~~~

Americans for Prosperity
Foundation Holds First
Welcome Home Expo
By Hayden Christ, Press Office Intern
Americans for Prosperity Foundation PA
held its first Welcome Home Expo for
reentrants at the Radisson Hotel
Harrisburg, located in Camp Hill, PA. The
expo took place on July 31 and gave an
opportunity to connect individuals who
have recently been released from prison or have a criminal record with legal,

health, educational and housing services. The purpose of this is to help them
navigate reentry and empower them to get back on their feet. The event included a
session to help create an impressive resume and another session on how to do well
in an interview.
State Rep. Patty Kim also participated with a table full of resources for reentrants,
including information on getting identification cards, housing, healthcare and more.
“(Rep. Kim’s) district has a lot of exoffenders in it, so she tries to provide
resources and help them with their second
chance whenever she can,” said Kim’s
Office Manager Angel Fox.
Amazon, Flagger Force, Community Aid
and HACC were some of the companies
that participated. AFP is planning on more
of these events throughout the state.
~~~~~

Deborah Borza Shares 9/11 Story at Camp Hill
On July 11, Deborah Borza
came to SCI Camp Hill to share
her story in the chapel to about
200 inmates. Borza’s daughter,
Deora, was the youngest victim
killed in Flight 93 over
Shanksville, PA, on Sept. 11.
Borza has been speaking at Day
of Responsibility and Impact of
Crime classes since 2013. In
2015, she won the Volunteer of
the Year award from the Office
of Victim Advocate. She shared
her powerful story about her
daughter painting a beautiful picture about who she was, described the impact on
her family from that day forward and shared how she has turned this terrible
tragedy into an outlet to reach others. She offered the attendees an opportunity to
hear her story, talked about how 9/11 impacted people across the world, and how it
continues to affect us to this day. She discussed her story in order to help others
take an action of understanding, be aware of, be sensitive to, and experience the
feelings and thoughts of another regarding the events when a violent crime occurs.
She concluded her speech with sharing forgiveness with the inmates and helped
guide them to look at unpredictable paths where they too can make a difference.
Borza’s speech was incredibly humbling, very motivating, and led to a few tears
shed at the end of her story. The offenders thanked her greatly and took the time
to speak with her after the event on an individual basis.
~~~~~

Smithfield Employee Association, S.A.F.E. and
Administration Sponsor Picnic
SCI Smithfield staff enjoyed a
picnic sponsored by the employee
association S.A.F.E. and
administration. S.A.F.E sponsored
the baked beans, hot dogs, and
pasta salad for the July 31
event. The administration
sponsored the hamburgers (beef
cow from SCI Huntingdon),
condiments and cookies for the
day. Staff in attendance said the
food was marvelous and they
enjoyed the “vibe” of the day.
They were appreciative to
S.A.F.E. and the administration
for their efforts to make the day
enjoyable for them.

Picture above L-R: Captain Andrew Grove,
Captain Curtis Wright, Lt. Luke Rhone, and Lt.
Thomas Heck. Served by Counselor Steve Moist
and Nurse Jacklyn Grove.

~~~~~

Frackville Honor Guard
Participates in Probation &
Parole Employee Awards
Ceremony
On July 16, SCI Frackville’s Honor Guard
represented the Department of Corrections
at the Community Corrections and Reentry
Awards Ceremony held at the Training
Academy in Elizabethtown.
~~~~~

First Annual Sgt. Mark J. Baserman Memorial Golf
Tournament
SCI Somerset hosted its first Annual Sgt.
Mark J. Baserman Memorial Golf
Tournament on Aug. 2 at the Somerset
Country Club. The response from
everyone was so overwhelming that
Somerset actually had to turn teams
away once the limit of 25 foursomes was
reached.
In attendance were teams from
Somerset, SCI Pine Grove, SCI Fayette,
SCI Greene, SCI Houtzdale, SCI Camp Hill
and SCI Laurel Highlands. The combined contributions from all who attended
allowed Somerset to present a check in the amount of $500 to the Sgt. Baserman
Memorial Scholarship Fund—which will be awarded annually to a student enrolled in
Pitt-Johnstown’s Justice Administration and Criminology program. Next year’s
tournament: Friday, August 7, 2020.

~~~~~

Pine Grove Hosts WRAP II Training Class
Twenty-two inmates from SCIs Albion, Benner
Township Phoenix and Pine Grove attended
WRAP II training class at SCI Pine Grove. The
facilitators of the training were Lynn Patrone
and Troy Edwards, and they used their skill
and patience to show the inmates how to turn
the darkness of their pasts into a way of
enlightenment for the path of recovery,
according to one inmate.
Superintendent Lee Estock received a “thank
you” from the 15 inmates from outside of Pine
Grove who participated in the program,
thanking him for hosting the seminar.
“One thing we learned about in the
Values and Ethics of WRAP is to always
treat our peers with dignity,
compassion, respect and unconditional
high regard.”
The focus was on individual strengths
and not on perceived deficits.
The newly-certified WRAP facilitators
will have an opportunity to share this
structured wellness plan to help others
manage triggers or early warning signs
by responding through positive actions
rather than reacting. WRAP is an evidence-based practice that is often referred to
as the impetus to make a life transformation.
~~~~~

Forest Holds Inmate Graduation
Sixty-three inmates earned degrees and certifications at SCI Forest’s inmate
graduation July 11. The featured speaker was Superintendent Derek Oberlander.
Eight students were awarded their Commonwealth Secondary Diploma, and five
students were awarded their GED.
The vocational recipients are as follows: auto technology: 9; barber: 1; building
trades: 10; CDL: 4; custodial maintenance and repair: 3; electricity: 6; HVAC: 8;
and masonry: 9.

~~~~~

Training Academy Streamlines Process to Share Lesson
Plans with Counties
With a constant eye toward efficiency and providing quality customer service, the
DOC Training Academy has changed the way it provides lesson plan materials to
Pennsylvania county prisons. The academy now uses an FTP server to provide
counties with the materials needed to instruct Basic Training courses at their
facilities.
Basic Training lesson plans can have a large amount of instructional material
including instructor and participant guides, PowerPoint presentations, videos and
resource guides along with a variety of other items that are critical to the learning
process. Counties benefit from access to and use of these materials for their own
Basic Training programs and are able to use their own qualified instructors to
deliver these courses.
Previously, these lesson plans had been copied onto multiple CDs and mailed to
each of the counties on an annual basis—or more frequently if significant changes
to the curriculum occurred. Getting these materials into the hands of instructors

outside of the Training Academy in this manner had been time-consuming and
costly and attempts to transmit large files and data electronically via email
presented other challenges.
An alternate solution was suggested to make these resources readily available to
the counties via a secure cloud-based server. The FTP server was organized by
course topic with all relevant materials conveniently located in a folder structure.
Through a collaborative effort between the Curriculum Development Unit at the
Academy and the Office of County Inspections and Services, and with the expertise
and assistance of IT services, this new process was brought to fruition in early 2019
and was met with appreciation and positive feedback from county personnel.
The Training Academy continues to look for ways to streamline processes, increase
accessibility and improve timely communication in order to meet the diverse needs
and expectations in the field, including our county partners.
~~~~~
~~~~~

Training Academy Cadet Assists Distressed Man
A student at Elizabethtown’s DOC Training Academy came to the aid of a man lying
in a parking lot at a local restaurant on July 17, 2019. The student, Corrections
Officer Trainee Matthew Losiewicz from SCI Coal Township, was leaving the River
House Grill after dinner and noticed the man on the ground, unable to get up.
Losiewicz rendered aid to the man, who was conscious and speaking but
experiencing difficulty. The COT was able to use first aid techniques he had recently
learned during the Basic First Aid and CPR (BFA/CPR) training he completed at the
Training Academy.
After tending to the man and remaining with him for several minutes, the man was
able to stand with the assistance of Losiewicz, who then helped him to his vehicle.
All contact staff receive BFA/CPR training during Basic Training, with licensed
medical staff receiving specialized training for medical professionals in Basic First
Aid and Basic Life Support (BLS). Since contact staff are often the first responders
to an emergency inside corrections facilities, they have to be skilled and proficient
to handle a wide variety of situations.
Great work, COT Losiewicz!
~~~~~

Huntingdon CWP Installs Sign, Preps Pavilion in Three
Springs
SCI Huntingdon’s Community Work Program crew completed work for the Three
Springs Lions’ Club. The inmate crew installed a welcome sign for the community of
Three Springs and prepared the Lions’ pavilion for painting, which is scheduled for a
future date.

~~~~~

Parole Staff Participate in National Night Out
Parole staff from the Allentown District Office, Chester District Office and
Philadelphia West Division participated in their local National Night Out festivities on
Aug. 6. Chester staff attended and engaged with the community at the city of
Chester’s event at the Chester Apartments Community Center Building from 3-5
p.m. ASCRA Lacy organized the event for Chester.
For Philadelphia, Agents Grady, Johnson and Merlino were set up at Snyder Plaza, a
local shopping center. The NNO festival at Snyder Plaza was the largest of its kind
in the city, and the agents answered questions about community supervision,
provided pamphlets on the role of ASCRA and gave children pencils, coloring books,
stickers and treats. Some reentrants attended and were given information about
employment opportunities.

From left: Philadelphia’s Agent
Grady, ASCRA Johnson and Agent
Merlino.

Pictured: Agents Fowler, Sellers,
Mineard, and Saunders.
Supervisors Jones and Schaup.

~~~~~

DOC Captain Presents
to College Class
Captain Mark Hacherl, critical
incident manager coordinator
for the Bureau of Facility
Security and Special
Operations, spoke as a guest
to an Introduction to
Corrections class at Central
Penn College. Hacherl shared
his experiences as a 24-year
veteran of the DOC and
educated students on what life
as a corrections officer is like in the DOC. He explained the requirements for
employment, day-to-day life as a CO and potential long-term career paths. He also
presented the Central Penn College a DOC uniform patch for the Criminal Justice
department’s law enforcement patch collection.
~~~~~

Around the Centers…
Scranton Community Corrections Center Reentrants Give
Back to Community
Scranton Community Corrections Center (CCC) reentrants donated $500 worth of
back-to-school items to United Neighborhood Center in Scranton. United
Neighborhood Center helps the less fortunate in the community with everything
from clothing and hygiene items to back-to-school items and canned goods.
~~~~~

In the News…
ADAPPT Reentry Center Participants Volunteer to Paint
Community Pool
Source: https://www.georeentry.com/adappt-participants-volunteer-to-paint-pool/
Reentrants from ADAPPT
Residential Reentry
Center in Reading,
Pennsylvania, offered
their creative talents to
the community by
volunteering to repair
and decorate the
community pool this
spring. Volunteers skilled
in art, masonry and
construction work
offered their skills as
community service by
restoring the town pool.
The reentrants were
guided by Dawn Martin,
assistant director of programming at ADAPPT, who coordinated with community
leaders and reentrants who repaired the pool and painted whimsical sea creatures
for families and children to enjoy this summer. ADAPPT has worked with the City of
Reading several years consecutively to prepare the town pool for the summer
season.
“We are proud to be asked once again to assist in the beautification of a community
pool,” said Ms. Martin. “Every year our reentrants step up to the challenge and
every year is better than the year before. This year our reentrants assisted with
many projects, including cleaning the kitchen, to sand blasting, masonry work, and
completing the project with painting ocean scenery enhanced with Okra whales,
sharks, dolphins and a lion fish. Our residents worked very hard and took pride in
their accomplishments.”
Staff and participants at ADAPPT frequently participate in community service for the
City of Reading. The center values community service as an integral component in
GEO Reentry’s programming model. Volunteer opportunities provide the experience
of positive actions, develop pro-social skills by working with others and prepare
reentrants for a positive lifestyle upon release.
“The mission of our GEO reentry programming at ADAPPT is to prepare reentrants
for a positive reentry to the community, by providing the GEO Reentry model that

focuses on personal treatment
programs that address
criminality and reduce
recidivism,” said Michael
Critchosin, Director of ADAPPT.
At ADAPPT, GEO Reentry
provides residential programming
including case management,
supervision services, and
Cognitive Behavioral Treatment
(CBT) to change addictive and
criminal behaviors for ADAPPT
residents. Individuals progress
through phases of the program
by gradually mastering the prosocial skills they need to maintain a crime-free life in the community. The program
is licensed by the Pennsylvania Department of Health, Department of Drug &
Alcohol Programs.
~~~~~
Week of July 29, 2019…

Quehanna Boot Camp Corrections Drill Instructor Class
Graduation
Quehanna Boot Camp recently graduated 10 staff members from the
Pennsylvania Correctional Drill Instructor (CDI) program. PA CDI is an 80hour instructor’s course that officers successfully complete upon accepting
employment with the Quehanna Motivational Boot Camp. This training is
conducted after officers complete Basic Training at the Department’s
Training Academy.

The candidates participate in both classroom instruction and practical
application of lessons including goals and philosophies, drill and ceremony,

physical training, cross-gender training, confrontation/self-control,
facilitation of tests and inspections, cognitive restructuring behavior and
routine day-to-day operations of managing boot camp housing units.
Candidates must prove a thorough working knowledge of the course material
through teach-backs and being evaluated by instructors. The CDI program is
facilitated under strict military customs and principles where the candidates
develop a sense of dedication to each other, loyalty to the boot camp
program and becoming an asset to the DOC through buying into the role
model concept and the principle that “One person can make a difference;
together we can achieve anything.”
~~~~~

Albion Hosts a Day of Responsibility
On July 24, SCI Albion held a
Day of Responsibility, which is
a one-day program sponsored
by the Office of Victim
Advocate that is designed to
help the inmate population
understand the effects their
behavior had on their victims
and the community. This
program is also used as a tool
to help them accept
responsibility for their actions
and meet with former inmates
who have been released and are succeeding in society. Albion has been presenting
this program for several years and it continues to grow. This year featured several
staff from the Erie Crime Victims Center and Erie County District Attorney’s Office in
attendance.

~~~~~

DOC Participates in Funeral for
Fallen Pittsburgh Police Officer
Officer Calvin Hall of the Pittsburgh Bureau of
Police was buried with full honors on July 23.
The funeral took place at the Soldiers and
Sailors Memorial Hall in downtown Pittsburgh.
Officer Hall was attempting to break up a fight
in Homewood on the morning of July 14 when
he was shot multiple times.
Hall was a former member of the Braddock
Police and served two years with the Pittsburgh
Bureau of Police. He was also assigned to the
Northview Heights Public Safety Center.
Secretary John Wetzel, SCI Fayette
Superintendent Mark Capozza, Captain Mark
Hacherl and 69 Honor Guard personnel from
the following facilities participated in the motorcade and funeral service at Soldiers
and Sailors Memorial in downtown Pittsburgh: Albion, Cambridge Springs, Fayette,
Forest, Greene, Houtzdale, Laurel Highlands, Mercer, Pine Grove, Smithfield and
Somerset.
~~~~~

Annual Job Fair Held at Fayette
SCI Fayette’s Education
Department held their
annual Job Fair this
summer. This year,
approximately 230 inmates
participated in the fair that
took place on July 17.
Inmates who were invited
to attend included those
who are within a year to
their minimum release
and/or maximum release
date. This year, Fayette
had two different sessions,
lasting an hour and a half
each, with the goal being
for the inmates to visit each booth that may be of interest to them in regard to
their release. Fayette had 22 outside agencies attend the fair, which was more than

double the amount of last year’s attendees! Those agencies that attended included
the following: Bureau of Offender Reentry and Community Outreach Division, PA
Housing Finance Agency, Bureau of Community Corrections, Auberle, Fair Housing
Law Center and Southwestern PA Legal Services, CareerLink, Manchester Bidwell
Corporation, Triangle Tech, Elite Staffing, Amachi, The Program, East Side Laser
Center, Parole ASCRA, Mental Health Association in PA, Liberty Ministries, Private
Industry Council, Salvation Army, Goodwill, Alle Kiski/GEO Group, PA Department
of Banking and Securities, Renewal and Mon Valley Initiative. Along with the
opportunity for the inmates to visit each agency, each inmate was given a folder,
containing information for release related to housing, legal concerns and
employment opportunities.
~~~~~

Allentown District Probation and Parole Week Picnic
Parole staff from the Allentown District Office had a great time during the Allentown
District Probation and Parole Week picnic. There were plenty of burgers, hot dogs,
subs, fruit, pasta, chips, soda and water. There was also a bocce ball tournament
that was won by Supervisor Robert Miller and Agent Frank Smolinsky. Bean bag
toss was also played at the picnic and prizes were given out from a raffle that was
held. Special thanks to Supervisor Byron Rice for enduring the hot grill. All of the
leftover burgers, hot dogs and buns were able to be donated to the local food bank.

~~~~~

Meet Igor, the Newest CPL
Puppy
This is Igor, a 10-month-old black lab
Canine Partners for Life (CPL) puppy at SCI
Albion. He will complete his training at the
institution within the next two months and
then go back to CPL to complete his
specialized training as a service dog.
~~~~~

Phoenix Celebrates Volunteers with Appreciation Night
SCI Phoenix presented Reverend Alfredo Gonzalez with their Volunteer of the Year
Award at the annual Volunteer Appreciation Night on July 20.
Gonzalez has been volunteering with the DOC and with Graterford/Phoenix for the
past nine years. He has not only helped men in the outside service unit but has also
helped the Hispanic population that resides in the prisons. Gonzalez graduated from
Liberty University’s Bible Institute, and when he is not assisting these men at
Phoenix, he is volunteering at SCI Chester with his father, Reverend Wilfredo.
Gonzalez also serves as a spiritual advisor to men in the boxing and MMA world,
and is a chaplain for a local wrestling organization.
At the Volunteer Appreciation Night, Gonzalez said, “Through the many speeches,
the common element expressed were the multitude of thank you’s to all the
volunteers for the time put into the many programs that they contribute to. For all
the judgement free hours spent, the inmates wanted the volunteers to know that
their light is carried throughout the SCI Phoenix institution by those that have been
able to share in their endeavors.”
Congratulations, Reverend Alfredo Gonzalez!

From left: Fr. John Pidgeon, Rev. Jorge Lugo, Rev. Alfredo Gonzalez, Rev.
Rafael Torres and Rev. Michael Comick

~~~~~

DOC Auditors Complete Second Audit Cycles
As the third year of the second PREA audit cycle draws to a close, the audit
agreement with consortium states (Maryland, Wisconsin and Michigan) is
also ending. Under the consortium, certified PA DOC auditors conducted
audits of facilities in Maryland and Michigan in exchange for audits conducted
by Wisconsin auditors. One of the last audits to be conducted occurred this
past week at Women’s Huron Valley Correctional Facility (WHV). WHV
opened in 2009 and is the only female prison in Michigan. The facility
provides all reception center processing which includes 13 housing units for
general population prisoners in level I, II, and IV, Residential Substance
Abuse Treatment, Special Alternative Incarceration, Residential Treatment
Program, Acute Care, Dialectical Behavior Therapy, Infirmary and Detention.
The consortium agreement was in effect only for the second audit cycle,
which is a three-year time period. While it was instituted as a cost savings
measure, the PREA resource center has significantly changed the audit
methodology and began enforcing stringent guidelines on auditors making
the task of auditing more involved and a lengthier process.
The primary auditors assigned to WHV included David Radziewicz, the PA
DOC’s PREA coordinator, and former Superintendent of Greene/Annuitant
Lou Folino, who is also a DOJ-Certified PREA auditor. Assisting with staff and

inmate interviews was SCI Mercer Classification and Program Manager Lisa
Graves. There was a significant amount of information sharing with WHV
staff, and auditors covered the 144 acreage inside the perimeter through
miles of walking and in personally-assigned gators.
Standards, Audits, Assessments and Compliance Director Steve Burk
recognizes those who contributed to the success of the consortium, PREA
Coordinator David Radziewicz, Division Chiefs Carole Mattis and Krista
Callear, Deputy Superintendent for Centralized Services Rene Adams-Kinzel,
Classification and Program Managers Valerie Kusiak and Angel BaezSprague, Executive Assistant Grace Franks, Office of County Inspections
Director Thomas Greishaw, Prison Inspector Stephen Noll, Unit Manager
Traci Jacobson and former Superintendent Louis Folino.

Pictured from left: PREA Coordinator David Radziewicz; former Superintendent of
Greene/Annuitant Lou Folino; SCI Mercer Classification and Program Manager Lisa Graves.

~~~~~

Smithfield’s Moist Hits 30 Years with DOC
Counselor Steve Moist marks 30
years of service for the
Department of Corrections.
Steve holds a bachelor of
science in criminology with a
minor in psychology from
Shippensburg University. He
started his career in the state
criminal justice system on
August 8, 1989, at the Loysville
Youth Development Center as a
counselor. He then transferred
to SCI Smithfield on March 15,
1992, as a counselor and has
been at Smithfield for the
remainder of his career. Steve has been a member of the Hostage Negotiating
Team. He also mentors multiple staff members.
“The key to my career thus far has been staying consistent with my work ethics,
keeping a positive mind set every day with both staff and inmates, having the
ability to overcome adversity, and treating everyone with respect. My philosophy is:
we will all be judged someday by how we have treated other people throughout our
lives”, Moist said.
~~~~~

County Jail Cadets Tour
Greene
Seven new cadets from the
Allegheny County Jail toured SCI
Greene. Critical Incident Manager
Eric Grego led them on the tour and
provided them with an overview of
the facility operations on July 29.
The visitors visited Correctional
Industries, Activities, Parole,
Medical, Education, Intake and
several other areas within the
facility. Numerous administrators
met with them and provided an overview of the activities and processes that take
place within the departments.
~~~~~

Week of July 22, 2019…

PA Chamber of Commerce Visits Mahanoy
Gene Barr of the PA Chamber of
Commerce visited and toured
SCI Mahanoy on July 17. Barr
was joined by Katie
Hetherington-Cunfer, assistant
to Congressman Dan Meuser,
DOC Pathways to Success
Manager Dorenda Hamarland,
Families Against Mandatory
Minimums Policy Director K.
Celeste Trusty and members of
the DOC leadership team:
Secretary of Corrections John
Wetzel; Chief of Staff Amy
Schwenk; and Regional Deputy
Secretary Michael Wenerowicz.
The group toured the Forklift
Warehouse School, Commercial
Driver’s License Course (CDL)
and Correctional Industries’
Commissary Distribution Building. The focus of the tour was the forklift program
and all vocational programs related to inmates obtaining skills to enhance
opportunities for employment after they leave prison. They also visited a class in
session to experience a vocational class inside prison.

~~~~~

Inmate Students Can Use Aztec Lab to Prepare for GED ®
Ready Test
Inmate students used to have to obtain a minimum score of 9.0 or higher on the
Level A TABE test in Reading or Math to be allowed to take the GED ® Ready Test.
On June 4, students were finally able to qualify for the GED ® Ready Test by taking
the Aztec practice test in the Academic lab. They are also able to take the GED ®
Ready Test in a certain subject if they pass that subject in the Aztec practice test.
There are differences between the two testing methods are interesting. The TABE
test gauges the student’s grade level for reading, math and language arts, and also
gauges what class the student should be placed in. The TABE is a written test as
well.
The Aztec test, which is a part of the Academic lab, is a learning lab and is
computer based. The test is written in a way so it mimics the setup of the GED ®
Test, which allows the students to learn how they will have to take the GED Test ®.
This lab is utilized by every teacher, and they rotate once a week in the labs.
After doing either of these practice exams, students will still need to take and pass
the GED® Ready Test in order for them to be able to take the Official GED Test ®.
~~~~~

Eyes of Freedom Comes to Bayfront Convention Center
The Eyes of Freedom: Lima Company Memorial
traveled to Erie at the Bayfront Convention
Center. The interactive display includes life-size
mural paintings of the 23 fallen soldiers of U.S.
Marine Corps Lima Company 3/25. They travel
the country “Honoring ALL Who Answer Our
Nation’s Call; Then, Now, and Tomorrow.”
Other vendors attended the event to show their
support for veterans, including the Erie VA,
Mission 22 and the ANNA Shelter. Jamie
Schneider and Alicia Groover, Coordinators of
Canines Achieving Miracles in Prison (CAMP) at
SCI Cambridge Springs, took current CAMP
pup Loki to the event in hopes to find a
From left: The ANNA Shelter’s
Emily Danskin, Sophie, SCI
veteran looking for a companion. Loki is a 1Cambridge Springs Clerk Typist II
year-old Australian Cattle Dog mix who was
Alicia Groover and Loki.
abused as a puppy by being kept in a crate in
a basement and tortured by small children. Because of his traumatizing past, Loki
suffers from PTSD and has a difficult time trusting people, especially children. He
has shown great improvements since his arrival at SCI Cambridge Springs and has

proved himself to be a very sweet and loving dog. The shelter continues to push for
CAMP dogs like Loki to be paired with veterans in need of a companion animal.
~~~~~

Chester Lifers Meet with Members of the PA General
Assembly
By Dwayne Heckert, DOC Legislative Liaison
Members of the Southeast
Delegation of the PA
General Assembly had the
opportunity to meet with
nearly a dozen lifers and
long-term inmates at SCI
Chester on July 11.
The program began with a
request from the lifers to
SCI Chester
Superintendent Marirosa
Lamas asking for the
opportunity to meet with
the elected officials to
share their positive
experiences regarding
their incarceration. Your first reaction may be that an inmate views their
incarceration as a positive experience? Yes, the inmates requested the meeting to
share their personal stories of how the experience aided them in turning their lives
around! From there, Supt. Lamas reached out to the DOC Office of Policy, Grants
and Legislative Affairs requesting a meeting with the elected officials.
The program kicked off with Supt. Lamas welcoming the participants and discussing
the role of the corrections staff in overseeing the inmates. From there the program
was turned over to the inmates to share their stories. Some spoke about how the
experience of incarceration has changed them for the better and, in some cases,
saved their lives. They spoke about their respect for their victims and families and
the importance the impact of their crimes had on these individuals. They
highlighted the numerous programs they are involved with that provide support to
the local community such as Read to Your Child, the WAGS Dog program, Turkeys
to Seniors Food Drive, Children Advancing Towards Success and the Bookbags for
School programs. Via a video, the participants saw first-hand, how these programs
are having a positive impact on the community. The inmates wanted to show that
while they can’t erase the mistakes of the past, they can change and be a valuable
member of society fighting to improve their communities even while they are
incarcerated.

Others spoke about how their
incarceration has provided them with the
opportunity to receive an education, learn
a skill, provide stability and change their
way of thinking. They talked about how
the SCI staff, including counselors,
instructors, corrections officers and
leadership, work to try and create a
positive environment to help them grow.
Some spoke to the brotherhood they
have developed with others giving them a
family which they may not have
previously experienced. It gave them the
opportunity to show that people can
change and be prepared to reenter
society. Their goal was simple: They
wanted to place a name and face behind
their stories as they work to rehabilitate
themselves and prepare for possible
reentry to society. They requested the
General Assembly consider changes to
the law to provide them with the opportunity to have a second chance hearing.
Following the presentation, the group took a break which allowed elected officials
the opportunity to talk one-on-one with the inmates. Some members opted to take
a short tour of SCI Chester where they saw the Barber Program and a visit a
housing unit where they learned about the WAGS dog program. The officials had
the chance to meet the some of the dogs and their trainers to hear first-hand how
the program helps the inmates grow all while providing a “forever friend” dog to
someone in need in the local community.
Following the one-on-one meetings and tour, the group reconvened to learn about
the aging population of inmates and the need for aging-related services. The issue
of streamlining the compassionate release program was presented at which time
the inmates asked for the opportunity to be considered for release if they have
remorse for their crimes and become seriously ill. They discussed how they are
prepared to return to society to live out their final days.
In all, the inmates had the opportunity to share their stories with 10 members of
the General Assembly and their staff. Represented were the elected officials or staff
from the offices of Sen. Muth, Sen. Street, Sen Farnese, Sen Killion, Sen. Kearney,
Rep. Cutler, Rep. Burgos, Rep. Bullock, Rep. Delissio, and Rep. Zabel.
The program has already had an impact on the elected officials who attended. The
DOC has received emails thanking us for the program. Many of the officials and
staff appreciated the opportunity to meet with and hear from the lifers. They

commented that the inmates have a lot of knowledge and believe that their
experiences can help people if they are provided the opportunity to return and work
within their local communities.
Thanks to Supt. Lamas, Superintendent Assistant Mandee Quinn and the CO team
at SCI Chester for assisting with this event.
~~~~~

Cambridge Springs Dresses Down for A Cause
SCI Cambridge Springs non-uniformed management staff were afforded dress down
Fridays throughout the spring for the “Spring for Socks” charity drive. Staff wishing
to participate were asked to provide financial donations or purchase “fun” socks to
be donated to local non-profit organizations, such as the Shriners Hospital for
Children in Erie and The ARC in Meadville. New socks were purchased for infants,
youth, teens and adults. The facility was able to collect an abundance of socks for
donation to the local non-profit organizations.

~~~~~

Volunteer Banquet
Held at Cambridge
Springs
SCI Cambridge Springs
hosted the 2019 Annual
Volunteer Banquet on July
16.
Although several volunteers
were unable to make the
banquet due to vacations
and being out of town, the
facility was fortunate to be
able to honor the 20 volunteers that were able to make the event. Approximately
40 inmates who participated in the volunteer services were afforded the opportunity
to attend the banquet. Additionally, members of the administrative staff were
present to show their support, encouragement and appreciation for the volunteers.
The banquet guests enjoyed a delicious chicken dinner with all of the fixings,
prepared by the Dietary Department, as well as inmate presentations to show their
gratitude. Rev. Johnson and Rev. Smith devoted a lot of time and energy into
planning this event to honor the Volunteers for the services that they graciously
provide to the inmate population.
All of the volunteers were recognized, however there were two very special awards
presented: Carol Battin was presented with the 2019 Volunteer of the Year Award
(pictured below with Rev. Johnson), and the Crossroads Community Church was
named the 2019 Volunteer Group of the Year.

~~~~~

Smithfield and Huntingdon Conduct FERT Training
SCI Smithfield coordinated with SCI
Huntingdon and local Huntingdon
Emergency Medical Assistance (EMA) to
conduct Fire Emergency Response Team
(FERT) training at Mill Creek Fire
Department. Bucks County Community
College instructor Kevin Hogan gave a
presentation during the morning session
which covered Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus (SCBA) basics and familiarity,
SCBA emergency procedures and search
and rescue including down firefighter
tactics. Each FERT member went over
SCBA operational checks which included
following the Firefighter 1 skill station. The
afternoon session comprised of practical
evolutions. The Mill Creek Fire Department
burn building was smoked up utilizing the
jail’s artificial training smoke. Participants
were challenged to go through an obstacle
course, find a dummy and drag it out.
Once the dummy was rescued,
hydraulic ventilation was performed out
the second-floor window. Once the
search and rescue evolutions were
completed, Hogan concluded the
training by going over positive pressure
ventilation. Ventilation is probably the
most utilized skill within our facilities.
This was a great FERT practice
appreciated by all participants. All
attendees will be receiving certificates
both from Huntingdon EMA and Bucks
County Community College.
~~~~~

Somerset Honor Guard Marches in Somerfest Parade
On the very humid evening of July 19, SCI Somerset’s Honor Guard represented
SCI Somerset as well as the entire DOC well in the annual Somerfest Parade.
Somerfest is a yearly festival of arts, crafts, entertainment and food which benefits
Laurel Arts.
As the first rural arts organization in Pennsylvania, Laurel Arts offers a variety of
classes, summer camps, scholarships and more.

~~~~~

Secretary Wetzel, Dr. Conte Visits Greene
Pennsylvania Secretary of
Corrections John Wetzel visited
SCI Greene and attended an
impressive presentation given
by Dr. Christian Conte on July
18. As part of the
Department’s Violence
Reduction Initiative, the
agency contracted with Dr.
Conte, who is one of the
country’s most accomplished
mental health specialists in the field of anger and emotional management. Dr.
Conte has been meeting regularly with the staff and inmates at the facility
discussing his theoretical perspective he created, the Yield Theory. The Yield Theory
is found to be a way to connect with and understand others but also understand
ourselves. The facility chapel was filled with both staff and inmates hoping to
garner one last inspiration from Dr. Conte as his services at the facility came to a

close. Dr. Conte shared many inspiring stories and expressed his sincere
appreciation to Sec. Wetzel for allowing him to meet others where they are, in
prison, upon which his Yield Theory is predicated.
Sec. Wetzel and Dr. Conte held a question-and-answer session following the
presentation.
Superintendent Robert Gilmore expressed his sincere appreciation to Dr. Conte and
Sec. Wetzel for the work that has transpired.
~~~~~

Greene Celebrates the Retirement of Todd Funk
SCI Greene celebrates the retirement of
Corrections Food Service Manager 1 Todd
Funk. Superintendent Robert Gilmore formally
and officially commended him for his 24-plus
years of outstanding dedicated public service.
Since November 20, 1995, Todd has dutifully
served SCI Greensburg and Greene with honor
and distinction, recognizing his commitment to
his duties, as a loyal Department of
Corrections employee. He has truly earned an
excellent reputation among Greene personnel
and the inmate population. He has always
been a team player and amicable with fellow
staff. He is a subject matter expert regarding
institutional food service operations and his
Superintendent Robert Gilmore and
always-present focus in the kitchen is going to
Todd Funk, Corrections Food
Service Manger 1
be missed. Todd has always gone above and
beyond the call of duty, leading by example to
foster teamwork and dedication to duty. He is always willing to help and encourage
others and assist them in achieving and maintaining very high standards, in which
he has worked so hard to establish. His conscientious efforts and dependability as
Greene’s Corrections Food Service Manager 1 will be missed.
Greene congratulates Todd on his career successes and thanks him for his personal
commitment and loyalty to the PA DOC for over two and a half decades!
~~~~~

Somerset Staff Celebrate Parole Teammates
SCI Somerset
celebrated Probation
and Parole Appreciation
Week with a dressdown week for nonuniformed staff as well
as a cake in honor of
their hard-working
parole staff. The DOC
and parole staff have
an excellent working
relationship and were
happy to celebrate the
week together.
~~~~~

Altoona District Office Holds Staff Picnic
The Altoona District Office
enjoyed its annual Staff
Appreciation Picnic on July
22 at Lakemont Park in
Altoona. Institutional and
field staff attended, as
well as community
partners and Bureau of
Community Corrections
staff.
The picnic including a
demonstration by K9
Agent William Stidfole and
his partner, Barron, who
showed attendees how the
K9 might find drugs in
bags and how a vehicle search might look.
~~~~~

Seven Youth Graduate to Become Junior Mentees at Albion
The Mentors at SCI
Albion held a
graduation for seven
youth to become
junior mentees on
July 3. Each
participant had a
mentor describe the
qualities they have
exhibited and why
they were chosen out
of the others to
become junior
mentees. Each
candidate has
remained misconduct free, participating in all programs, attending school and
working a job. They have also shown growth in their personal lives and have taken
steps to help others.
The program was taught by the Mentoring Partnership of Southwestern PA and The
Mentor Project of Penn State Behrend Campus. Each inmate earned a certificate
after the event. The facility hopes to bring Penn State back in the future for a
formal mentoring 101 training.
~~~~~

Pine Grove Holds Employee Recognition and Retiree Picnic
SCI Pine Grove held a picnic for staff and retirees on Tuesday, July 23. The
Employee’s Association held a corn hole toss, a basket raffle and donated food
towards the picnic. It was well received by staff and approximately 20 retirees
attended. Superintendent Lee Estock thanked staff for all of their dedication to the
daily operations at SCI Pine Grove. Training classes were also held and attended by
non-uniform staff.

On the serving line are Superintendent
Lee Estock, Deputy Superintendent for
Facilities Management Rodney Chism
and Food Service Manager Theresa
Bearer

Guests and staff enjoying the meal

~~~~~
Week of July 15, 2019…

Philadelphia Parole Staff Support ACCT
Recently the Philadelphia
Countywide Parole Office
answered a call for assistance
from the community. The
Philadelphia Animal Care and
Control Team (ACCT) put a call to
the community for assistance
with kitten food, blankets and
towels after their facility had an
emergency shutdown due to an
outbreak of upper repository
infections resulting in the death
of several dogs. The Philadelphia
Countywide office heard the call
for assistance and took up a
collection of supplies in the office

for the organization. The division collected approximately 120 pounds of kitten
food, along with several blankets and towels for the organization.
~~~~~

Heritage Society Praises Coal Township CWP
By Nancy Boyer, Secretary, Trevorton Heritage Society
On behalf of the Trevorton Heritage Society, I would like to thank SCI Coal
Township’s work crew for their hard work on our Heritage and Community Center
project at the Rec Area in Trevorton. They did a great job painting our block
building and should be commended for their efforts. The crew was well-mannered,
diligent and worked with careful attention.

~~~~~

Cambridge Springs Holds Inmate Graduation
The SCI Cambridge Springs
2019 inmate graduation
ceremony was held on June
27. A total of 131 inmate
graduates invited 82 family
members to join them and
institutional staff in the
education building to
celebrate their successful
completion of academic
(GED/CSD, Business
Education) and/or
vocational (Custodial
Maintenance, Carpentry 1,
Cosmetology, Restaurant
Guest Speaker Michael Outlaw, Community Liaison for
Trades, Optical Assistant)
City of Erie, addresses the graduates.
certification programs. The
speaker for the event was
Michael Outlaw, community liaison for the City of Erie, who spoke about his own
struggles through the criminal justice system and the role education played in his
successful return to society.
The education department gave special thanks to the chaplaincy department, the
community choir, the dietary department, uniformed security staff and everyone
who helped make this celebration a success.
~~~~~

Plants and Generosity Are Blooming in the Hancock
Gardens
Parole Supervisor Braswell and
Agents Hess, Capone, Hall,
Rosario, Ortiz and Cauley from
the Philadelphia Countywide
Office made donations to the
Hancock Gardening Club.
The John Hancock
Demonstration Elementary
School in Philadelphia features a
gardening club, and the supplies
will help the students learn and
do more with their gardens.
The parole staff donated brick
edging so the club can finish the
Pollinator Garden by the Kindergarten Yard (where the Kindergarteners hold
recess). They also donated stakes to help the tomato and pepper plants grow tall,
several plants to add to the gardens and tools to help the gardeners plant and care
for the school gardens. The students and staff were very appreciative and can’t wait
to use the supplies in the gardens. Students even wrote thank-you notes to the
parole team.

~~~~~

Second Dog Graduates Cambridge Springs CAMP Dog
Program
The second graduate of the
Canines Achieving Miracles
in Prison (CAMP) Dog
Program at SCI Cambridge
Springs has been adopted
upon his exit from the
facility.
Flash is a 2-year-old pit bull
mix from the ANNA Shelter
in Erie who had one leg
amputated when he was
younger. He successfully
completed the eight-week
CAMP Dog Program at
Cambridge Springs, which
Officer West and her family come to the facility to
improved his obedience
adopt Flash, the newest CAMP Dog Program graduate.
skills. He was quickly
adopted by Cambridge Springs Corrections Officer Trainee West.
Unit Manager (UM) Schneider said Flash’s disability does not slow him down or
discourage him, and he has a lot of love and energy to give to the West family.
Both CAMP Dog Program graduates (Wilson and Flash) have been successfully
adopted.
~~~~~

Cambridge Springs Hosts
Summer Games
The SCI Cambridge Springs
Residential Treatment Unit (RTU)
hosted its first ever Summer Games.
Thanks to Therapeutic Activities
Social Worker Molczan and
Corrections Counselor 2 Bleem, who
organized and set this event in
motion, the women participated in
team games such as egg relays, solo
cup tic-tac-toe race, card stacking,
ring toss, bean bag toss, Jenga,
Domino Designs, BINGO and all

Unit Manager Rodriguez and Counselor Bleem
assist with the Summer Games while inmates
participated in a ring toss game, one of the
many events held during the week.

ending with an obstacle course. The inmates had inside and outside games and Unit
Manager Rodriguez, Psychological Services Specialist McLellan and Certified Peer
Specialist workers provided movies, Wii games and support for the women who
were not playing at that time.
In true therapeutic form, the ladies were asked a series of questions during the
games to teach team spirit as well as learning about healthy activities that don’t
involve drug or alcohol use or criminal activity and promote mental stability and
overall wellness. They were asked questions about teamwork, healthy coping skills
and the benefits of exercise and movement.
The ladies had three days of healthy fun and competition while they worked
together. Singing, cheering and laughing could be heard around the unit and yard
from the ladies playing and watching. It was great to see the women who were not
playing at the time root on their fellow inmates and feel good about what they were
involved in.
~~~~~

McDonald Named Employee of the Quarter at Coal
Township
SCI Coal Township Superintendent Tom McGinley recently announced the second
quarter Employee of the Quarter for 2019: Sgt. Patrick McDonald.

McDonald was nominated by his housing unit team, who noted that he is an
outstanding member of the SNU treatment team. McDonald is recognized by his
peers as someone who is proactive and thorough. He is a positive role model for
corrections officers and can be counted upon to communicate valuable information
in a clear and concise manner. “The SNU would not be the quality program that it is
without his effort and dedication.”
Congratulations, Sgt. McDonald!
~~~~~

Greene Celebrates the Retirement of CAM Smith
SCI Greene celebrated the recent retirement of Corrections Activities Manager 2
Mike Smith.
Superintendent Robert Gilmore commended him for his 23+ years of outstanding
public service. Since November 1995, Mike has respectfully served at Greene with
honor and distinction. He has truly earned an exceptional reputation among his
coworkers and Greene’s inmate population. He has always been a team player,
amicable with fellow staff; however, never afraid to express his professional
opinion. His hard work, support, and diligence has positively affected many of his
coworkers, and he has led the Activities Department with impeccable integrity.

Pictured L-R: Jim Gallatin Corrections Activities Specialist, Robert McCombie
Corrections Activities Manager 1, Bryon Tustin Corrections Activities Specialist,
Mike Smith Corrections Activities Manager 2, Brian Giachetti Corrections
Activities Specialist, Jamie Reader Corrections Activities Specialist, and Jason
Spiker, Corrections Counselor 2

Smith managed with a hands-on approach, which is a trait appreciated by all
employees that have worked under him over the past 19 years. Due to his many
years of valuable work experience, as well as his contribution to the facility’s moral

culture, staff have leaned on him for advice and guidance. He has always been
willing to help and encourage others and assist them in achieving and maintaining
very high standards, in which he has worked hard to establish.
Greene congratulates Mike and thanks him for his personal commitment and loyalty
to the PA DOC for over two and a half decades!
~~~~~

Somerset Hosts “Petcasso” Event for Staff
Employees at SCI Somerset gathered after
work on July 11 to paint their pets in their
very own “Petcasso 2019.” The Somerset
Staff Appreciation Team planned the
group outing to allow staff the opportunity
to paint their furry friends through a
guided art experience. Several staff
members, family and friends attended to
show off their skills in painting their furry
friends—and in one case, a pet turtle.
Deputy Superintendent for Centralized
Services Michelle Houser not only painted
one of our CPL dogs, Tulah, but also brought her along to the outing to work on her
socialization skills. Those in attendance were able to enjoy the art experience, while
also enjoying refreshments and fellowship.

~~~~~

Around the Centers…
Progress CCC Reentrants Learn About Positive Recovery
Solutions
Amanda Core, RN and Chief Operations
Officer for Positive Recovery Solutions
(PRS), shared her personal as well as
professional experience with Progress
Community Corrections Center
reentrants about addiction and recovery.
She talked about the services PRS
provides, including being the DOC’s
community contract provider, and
educated them on Vivitrol as an
injectable Medication Assisted Treatment
for opiate and/or alcohol addiction. A
PRS Mobile Unit assessed and
administered the first Vivitrol injection
at Progress on May 28, 2019 to a parole
violator prior to his planned discharge
the following week. On June 6, PRS
assessed and injected two parole
violators as well as provided the third
injection for a reentrant who had been
participating in the DOC’s Vivitrol project
while at SCI Albion. They’ll be returning on July 12 and plan to continue sending
their mobile unit at least monthly. Reentrants have also had a presentation for our
staff from an Alkermes pharmaceutical representative (the maker of Vivitrol) and
are getting more educational materials to share in various areas of the facility to
hopefully get reentrants and/or their visitors to think about recovery tool options.
~~~~~

In the News
A Great Day for a Picnic
https://www.pahomepage.com/news/a-great-day-for-a-picnic/
(WBRE/WYOU-TV) - Sunday was a great day for the picnic!
Transitional Living Center held its annual resident’s picnic at the Hiawatha
Paddlewheel Riverboat in Williamsport.
Residents and board members enjoyed food, games, and sports at the site.

After lunch, they took a boat ride on the Hiawatha.
Transitional Living Center is a home for women to reconnect to society once they
are released from prison.
“It brings comfort to know that people actually care to have some kind of
enjoyment outside of the facility,” said Angela Spitalik, Transitional Living Center
The Transitional Living center tries to do events like this every three months.
~~~~~
Week of July 8, 2019…

Pennsylvania Corrections in the Civil War
By Tyler Stump, State Archivist
It’s an understatement to say that the Civil War was a big deal in Pennsylvania. The
conflict touched everyone, soldier
and civilian alike. Even for those
living far away from Gettysburg and
the Maryland border, the war had a
deep influence on everyone’s daily
life. But what about Pennsylvania’s
state prisons? How did the war
change them? A recent acquisition at
the State Archives is illuminating how
America’s deadliest war impacted
both inmates and prison staff in
Pennsylvania.
The State Archives received a bound
volume of annual reports dated 1864
to 1868 from the inspectors of
Eastern State Penitentiary. In the
1860s, there were only two stateoperated prisons in Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia’s Eastern State
Penitentiary and the Western State
Penitentiary in Pittsburgh. Each year,
both penitentiaries were required to
write detailed reports and submit
them to the State Legislature and
Governor. At a time when state prisons were mostly allowed to operate
independently and without oversight from Harrisburg, these reports were used to
justify the prisons’ annual budgets paid for by the state.

These detailed reports reveal several
important changes that occurred during
the Civil War years. First, the prison
population expanded rapidly. With so
many millions of troops stationed in or
simply passing through Pennsylvania, it
seemed inevitable that some would
commit crimes and face arrest. By 1864,
Eastern State’s staff actually had a
special section of statistics in their reports
just for inmates who had served in the
military. Burglary, larceny and horse theft
were the most common crimes that
landed more than 150 soldiers in the
prison.
The experiences of war followed some of
the former soldiers incarcerated at
Eastern State Penitentiary. Recently
discovered records from the President’s
Office (currently stored at the National
Archives) indicate that several ESP
inmates suffered from what would be
diagnosed today as PTSD.
One example is medical supply aide
Samuel Young. In 1863 he arrived at the
Battle of Gettysburg too late to fight but
early enough to learn that a brother in the 150th Pennsylvania Volunteers had been
wounded, and another in the 56th Volunteers was captured by rebel troops. Young
searched high and low for his wounded brother and saw the aftermath of that
horrible battle in a hundred medical tents. A few days later he did find his brother:
mortally wounded and just days from death. The strain was almost too much for
him to bear, and he immediately returned to his home in Philadelphia.
Young was discharged from service shortly after and became a mail carrier;
however, the memories of battle lingered in his mind. In a moment of “temporary
insanity” he opened two letters and stole seven dollars from another. He was
quickly arrested and sentenced to 10 years at Eastern State. Young had the support
of family and friends who reimbursed the post office for the stolen money and
wrote to President Abraham Lincoln asking for a pardon. In June 1865 (shortly after
Lincoln’s assassination), President Andrew Johnson granted him a pardon and
Young lived a long and healthy life in Philadelphia.
So many new inmates, like Samuel Young, soon meant overcrowding in
Pennsylvania’s prisons. Eastern State was originally built to give each inmate their

own cells, but by 1863 there were simply too many inmates to do so. Before the
war, inmates were given work assignments, like weaving and shoemaking, to
complete in their cells. With the overcrowding, this method of work was largely
abandoned and reports note that many more inmates were idle than in years past.
By the late 1860s, additional cell blocks were built and most inmate industrial work
was moved out of cells and into common work areas.
Civil War life at Western
State Penitentiary was
similar to its Philadelphia
cousin, but with one
exception—it was a
prisoner of war camp,
too. In late 1863, more
than 100 captured
Confederate soldiers and
officers were imprisoned
at Western State and
held there for several
months. The men had
been known as
“Morgan’s Raiders” and had been captured near the Ohio border after a long
campaign through Kentucky, Indiana and Ohio. At least one soldier died while
trying to escape, and the rest were moved to a federal prison camp in New Jersey
shortly after.
Both Eastern and Western State Penitentiaries suffered from decreased funds and
loss of staff who enlisted in the armed forces. Nevertheless, remaining prison
officers and wardens managed to handle the new challenges of war in their
institutions remarkably well. Just reading the annual reports from Eastern State, it
is difficult to tell there was a war going on. There are very few mentions to war or
hardships faced by the institution. In 1865, the superintendent wrote that, “The
year just passed, has presented no feature beyond the ordinary routine of prison
life, except in the large accession to our population which has taken place within
the last few months.”
The State Archives is very lucky to have this new collection of annual reports. The
amount of detail recorded in each year’s issue is incredible and are a goldmine for
any researcher interested in this time period. In 1864 one ESP writer even boasted
that these reports “present more information, on penal science, or data from which
penal science can be studied, than any other like institution in the country.” These
reports, and many other Civil War-era records like them, are currently available for
public viewing at the Pennsylvania State Archives.
Does your SCI have historical records that tell the story of the Department of
Corrections? The State Archives in Harrisburg collects and preserves historical

records and photographs from correctional facilities to preserve them for future
generations of Pennsylvanians. If you have any historical records like ledgers,
newsletters, photos, or scrapbooks related to the Department of Corrections,
contact your agency Record Coordinator, Launa Kowalcyk (717) 728-4058 or
Archivist Tyler Stump (717) 783-9874.
The Pennsylvania State Archives is home to more than 250 million pages of
historical records dating from the 1600s to the present day. To learn more please
visit the archives website: www.phmc.pa.gov/archives
~~~~~

Smithfield Community Work Program Helps Clean Seven
Points Recreation Area
The SCI Smithfield
Community Work
Program (CWP), led by
Corrections Labor
Foreman Mark Snyder,
assisted the Friends of
Raystown Lake at their
Bike Skills Park in the
Seven Points
Recreation area in
Hesston. The work was
a collaborative effort by
the DOC, US Army
Corps of Engineers and
the Raystown Lake
Friends group. The size
of the bike park in
combination with the lack of community volunteers to maintain the recreation area
prompted the need for DOC assistance to clear the overgrown brush and weeds
from in and around the obstacle course.

The Park Ranger staff closed
the bike skills park to public
use to allow the CWP to
complete the work
uninterrupted as quickly as
possible without any potential
hazards or concerns for public
safety. Mr. Snyder educated
public visitors about the CWP
program as they arrived to the
park entrance and were unable
to gain access. Throughout the
morning and early afternoon,
Park Ranger staff and public
visitors could be observed
driving slowly past the site, attentive to operations.
~~~~~

Therapeutic Garden Returns to Retreat for Third Year
By Gaetano Giordano, Chaplain
It is truly amazing what can be
accomplished by those that have
vision and purpose. This is only our
third year planting the garden at SCI
Retreat, and yet so much has been
accomplished: providing generous
donations to local charities and
improving the prison’s environment.
Most of the work in the Therapeutic
Garden is done by hand with a limited
number of tools, no chemicals, and
no commercial fertilizer. The produce
is totally organic. When we asked one
of the gardeners about why there
aren’t many bugs on these plants he responded by saying that the plants are so
healthy that the bugs don’t even desire them!
It is amazing how many questions we get asked about how the growing process
works. Someone asked, “What is that tall green thing in the middle of the garden?”
“That’s garlic.”
“Really! I never knew how it grows.”
We have a long waiting list of those who are interested in growing things. Hardly
any of the fresh produce is used in the Institution; more of it goes out to local food

centers that feed people who can’t afford healthy produce. The garden workers
have a sense of pride and accomplishment when they know how and where the
produce is being used.
This year we doubled our harvest by planting back-to-back crops: spring, summer,
and fall. We save a lot of our own seeds from year to year. Thus, we are producing
more, but requiring less. SCI Dallas’ compost program provides rich, organic
compost.
What does the future hold for the Therapeutic Garden? We hope to expand it, put a
few more individuals to work, and grow more vegetables to be given away. We are
also looking to expand the educational aspect of the garden program.
We have noticed since starting the garden program that the atmosphere in the
prison has changed. The individuals that work in the prison garden do all the
planning and keep all the records of what has been planted and what has been
given away.
The Therapeutic Garden has truly been a blessing to all that are involved here at
Retreat.
~~~~~

CO1 Pierce Presented with Albion Key Award
SCI Albion Superintendent Michael
Clark presented Corrections Officer 1
(CO1) Al Pierce with an Albion Key
Award on June 25 for his heroic actions
in saving the life of his brother.
Pierce’s brother had been on the list for
a kidney transplant for a lengthy
period. Earlier this year, Pierce was
tested and it was discovered that he
was a perfect match. He then made the
selfless decision to donate a kidney to
his brother, which ultimately saved his
life. Because of Pierce’s heroic action
his brother is making a complete
recovery and will return back to work
for the first time in two years.

Superintendent Michael Clark and CO1 Al
Pierce

Every 10 minutes, another person is
added to an Organ Transplant Waiting List and 82 percent of patients waiting are in
need of a kidney. The average time it takes to receive a kidney from a suitable
donor is 3-5 years. Recovery time for a kidney donor is 2-7 days in the hospital
with a return to normal activities about a month after surgery

Pierce began his career with the Department of Corrections on June 2, 1997, and is
a long-time member of our Hostage Negotiation Team (HNT).
~~~~~

USP and BCC Staff View Virtual Reality Intervention
Program for Waymart
Federal Prison Staff from the
Secure Mental Health Step Down
Unit at United States
Penitentiary (USP) Allenwood
visited SCI Waymart along with
Bureau of Community
Corrections (BCC) staff and
Special Assistant Deb Sahd to
view the Virtual Reality (VR)
Intervention program at
Waymart. The VR project is a
BetaGov trial submitted through
IDEA.
A representative from Nsena,
Ethan Moeller, who assisted in the VR project in PA was also present and
demonstrated new technology to the group.
Waymart is conducting a pilot to test the effectiveness of VR as an intervention for
those with mental health disorders. This is a four-month randomized controlled trial
to compare the effectiveness of VR exposure to incarcerated individuals diagnosed
with mental health disorders to help improve physical and psychological health.
Unit Manager Tiffinie Kaye stated, “The inmates at SCI Waymart thoroughly enjoy
their VR exposure, they look forward to their weekly sessions. Their VR sessions
have helped to improve their behavior and emotional satisfaction.”
~~~~~

Forest Inmates Attend Smoking Cessation Seminar
SCI Forest’s Activities
Department and
Inmate Organization
Hope for Change
hosted Dr. Joseph
Croskey on June 26 to
speak about smoking
cessation. He spoke
with 124 inmates about
ways to deal and cope
with the DOC’s
recently-implemented tobacco ban. Croskey combined his knowledge of
mindfulness training with smoking cessation to help the Forest inmates find ways to
deal with cravings and the stress cravings cause. He led multiple team-building
exercises and took many questions. Inmates showed a lot of interest in the seminar
and were appreciative that Croskey took time out of his busy schedule to bring this
presentation to SCI Forest.
~~~~~

Pine Grove Employees Enjoy a Food Truck
SCI Pine Grove’s Employee Association sponsored a food truck: Island Barbeque
from Carrolltown. On July 9, Pine Grove staff were able to purchase pulled pork,
pulled chicken, pulled rib sandwiches, loaded nacho’s, sides and ribs!

~~~~~

Reentry Simulation Held at Statewide Management in State
College
A Reentry Simulation was
conducted at the Statewide
Management Meeting held in State
College. The Reentry Simulation,
which took place on June 18, was
organized by Deputy Secretary Kelly
Evans and Director Melissa Repsher,
simulates the struggles and
challenges faced by individuals who
are transitioning from incarceration
back into society. The Reentry
Simulation mimicked the first month
after release.
Participants must perform the tasks
which a reentrant must do and
parallels real life for reentrants. The
simulation consisted of various
stations which represented various
service providers (community
service, Social Security,
identification, AA/NA, urinalysis,
employment, etc.). The reentrants
had to visit their parole officer as
well! Several reentrants from the
Johnstown Community Corrections Center (CCC) and Tomorrows Hope participated
by portraying the service providers. The attendees comprised of Parole and Bureau
of Community Corrections (BCC) management staff portrayed the reentrants.
Incorporated into the simulation are unexpected hurdles and other random life
events.
Each reentrant was given a packet containing a life card with instructions on who to
visit each week, limited tokens for transportation, and limited financial resources as
well. There were four weeks, broken into 15-minute increments, in the
simulation. Each week, the reentrants had numerous tasks to complete. Some
reentrants did not have identification, Social Security cards, or birth certificates.
You can imagine the challenges faced without identification, limited money but still
mandated to attend programs or visit their parole officer. Sadly, some of the
reentrants were consequently violated and sent to prison. Participants not only
learn what must be done when coming home, but also learn the difficulty and
frustration that accompanies this process.

Deborah Carpenter (Special Assistant to Parole Board Chairman Ted Johnson)
participated and wrote:
“It was an eye-opening experience to
see the struggle and challenges
reentrants face when beginning the
process of reintegration into society
after incarceration. Even though it was
a simulation, I was able to experience
the challenges they face satisfying
their conditions of release while
attempting to complete their assigned
tasks. One of the items that made
‘Nelson’ successful was having a state
ID upon release, which allowed him
access to supportive resources within
the community. Criminal justice
agencies and lawmakers should
participate in a simulation like this to
gain a better understanding, and assist
in positive changes to the criminal
justice system.”
District Director Michelle Rivera
participated and wrote:
“The Reentry Simulation was an excellent experience for staff to get a small
inclination into the barriers and difficulties that our reentrants may face when
returning to society without the assistance needed to be successful. The scenario
that I received left me feeling defeated, and I was returned to jail three times
because I could not navigate through the system to meet my basic needs. I spoke
with others to see how they maintained their freedom and they informed me that
they cheated to beat the system to survive. I believe that this simulation would be
beneficial to all staff and serve as an excellent training tool.”
Deputy District Director Robert Petrarco wrote:
“As the directions were being read to us, I was skeptical as to how productive the
simulation was going to be. However, quickly within the first simulated week, I was
overwhelmed with how much I had to get done with so little resources. Every week
I had to make hard decisions - am I going to buy groceries or bus tokens this
week; am I going to go to work to get paid or report to the probation office to avoid
a violation. The Reentry Simulation gave me a perspective of the challenges our
reentrants face daily. We ask them to do a lot, and often times with little resources.
This helped me to understand I need to work harder to connect our reentrants to
more resources to help them succeed.”

Some of the reentrants from Johnstown CCC and Tomorrows Hope initially were
hesitant to participate. Afterwards, two reentrants expressed how fulfilling it was to
be a part of the simulation, and believe it provided a real-life perspective into the
challenges they faced when released from incarceration with limited resources.
This simulation gave visibility into the perspectives of the reentrants who we are
tasked to help. The aim is to represent a realistic landscape of what these
individuals face when coming home. By experiencing these complex obstacles and
barriers which these reentrants must navigate, visibility into the individual’s
perspectives is gained but also an opportunity to discover innovative ways to help
these individuals succeed.
Deputy Secretary Kelly Evans, who has participated as a reentrant in a Reentry
Simulation hosted by Kentucky Department of Corrections, had a rewarding and
insightful experience as well. She stated, “I have worked with parolees for 29 years
and the Reentry Simulation is one of the most valuable and insightful trainings that
I’ve experienced. It puts you in the reentrant’s shoes and you experience their
struggles, frustrations and barriers firsthand. We’re professionals in the field and
we struggled with knowing what to do and where to go to get it done. The
simulation highlighted the importance of preparing inmates for release on the inside
as well as connecting them to community supports on the outside. Ideally my goal
is for everyone involved in our system to participate in a Reentry Simulation.
Walking in the shoes of a reentrant is very impactful, and I believe this will help our
staff realize that rather than simply giving reentrants tasks to complete, we may
need to provide more guidance on how to get things done.”
~~~~~

Laurel Highlands Golf Committee Scholarship Awarded
For the second year, the
success of the SCI Laurel
Highlands’ Golf Tournament has
continued and their Golf
Scholarship Program was able
to award to two deserving
candidates. The Golf Committee
recently awarded two $500
scholarships to Isabelle James,
a 2019 Somerset Area School
District graduate, and Madison
Shroyer, a 2019 North Star
High School graduate. Madison
plans to major in biochemistry
and is undecided as to where
she will attend. So far, she has
been accepted to Seton Hill,
University of Pittsburgh at
Johnstown and University of
Akron. Isabelle has been accepted

Pictured are the scholarship awardees with
members of the golf committee: (front) Josana
Baraniak, Madison Shroyer, Isabella James and
Michele James; (back) Michael Maga, Lisha Albright,
Donna Platt and Brian Karwatsky.

to North Carolina State to major in genetics.

~~~~~

Around the Centers…
Scranton Reentrants Support
Animal Shelter
For the month of June, Scranton
Community Corrections Center donated
$635 worth of dog food and other animal
care items to True Friends Animal Shelter
in Montrose, Pa.
True Friends and Scranton CCC have a
special relationship because in addition to
reentrants donating to the shelter over
the years, the CCC also uses their dogs
for the Fostering Friends dog program.
Fostering Friends is a program where
Scranton CCC takes in orphan dogs from
True Friends and serves as a foster home
for the pups. Reentrants are assigned to

Pictured: True Friends staff member
Makayla; Scranton CCC Monitor Kenny
Jordan; and Joel.

care for the dog, and they are even eligible to adopt the dog when they are
financially stable and obtain a home plan.
~~~~~
Week of July 1, 2019…

Eight Inmates Graduate from Villanova
On June 13, 2019, SCI Phoenix hosted the Villanova Graduation Ceremony. A total
of eight inmates were presented with their diploma, including one associate’s
degree and seven bachelor’s degrees in General Liberal Arts Studies. One BA
graduate graduated summa cum laude. Reverend Peter Donohue, president of
Villanova University, served as the presenter of diplomas.
Inmates at SCI Phoenix and formerly at SCI Graterford have had the opportunity to
take Villanova classes since 1972. There is no difference between Villanova
students and graduates who study on campus or in the SCI; the courses and
expectations are the same. Villanova offers eight courses per semester—a big
improvement from when they used to only offer one.
Congratulations to the Villanova class of 2019!

~~~~~

NFL Legend Ray Lewis Visits Greene
Ray Lewis, former NFL linebacker for the
Baltimore Ravens, visited SCI Greene
and spoke to approximately 400 inmates
on June 19. Lewis visited in support of
Dr. Christian Conte, who is currently
assisting the facility with the
department’s Violence Reduction
Initiative (VRI).
Lewis played all of his 17-year
professional career with the Baltimore
Ravens and is considered to be one of
the best linebackers in American football history. He discussed his own personal life
experiences and how success in sports mirrors success in life. He stressed the
importance of setting goals, working hard, being motivated, overcoming obstacles
and pushing through disappointments.
He also discussed solar workforce development and co-founding the Power52
Foundation, which is aimed at providing training and skills to underserved
populations and prepare them for careers in the clean energy sector. They also
offer higher-paying job opportunities to formerly incarcerated individuals. The
overall mission is to break the poverty cycle, unemployment, under-employment
and incarceration in urban communities in Maryland and across the nation.

~~~~~

Phoenix Inmates Participate in Day of Responsibility
On June 13, SCI Phoenix Lifers Incorporated and the Pennsylvania Prison Society
hosted a Day of Responsibility with the theme of “A Struggle for Redemption.”
Living a responsible life and being responsible community members are challenges
that are before all of us, regardless of the paths we have taken in our lives. The day
consisted of a combination of guest speakers, large and small group interaction,
and one-on-one conversations. On this day, Lifers Incorporated made a contribution
to two charities: Women in Strength and the Charles Foundation.

From left: City of Chester Community Liaison Darren Laws and City of Chester
Councilwoman Portia West

~~~~~

Captain Scott Cronauer Appointed Drug Interdiction K9
Unit Captain
Captain Scott Cronauer has been selected as the Drug
Interdiction K9 Unit Captain. Cronauer has several years
of experience in the Department of Corrections and has
been a member of Special Teams. Cronauer began his
correction career in April 1996 at SCI Houtzdale as a CO1
and then later transferred to SCI Pine Grove in 2000 after
it opened. In 2003, Cronauer became a member of the
Hostage Rescue Team. He was promoted to Sergeant in
August 2005, promoted to Lieutenant in 2007 and then
promoted to Captain in May 2016. Major Daniel G.
McMahon said, “I have no doubt that Captain Cronauer
will take the Drug Interdiction K9 Unit to the next level
and will continue the ‘Customer Service’ approach to
serve your needs to curve the drug issues inside our
facilities”.

Drug Interdiction Unit
Captain Scott Cronauer

~~~~~

PCI Staff Retirements
A pair of Pennsylvania Correctional Industries employees retired last month.
James Leskovansky, Correctional Industries manager 1 at SCI Houtzdale, recently
retired after 22 years of dedication to the facility.

Pictured left to right:
Director Khelleh
Konteh, James
Leskovansky and
Randy Cox

Ralph Gambini, Correctional Industries manager 1 at SCI Dallas, retired on June 29
after 27 years of service.

Pictured left to
right:
Superintendent
Kevin Ransom,
Director Khelleh
Konteh, Ralph
Gambini, Gerald
Arasin and Assistant
Director Richard
Gaul

~~~~~

Greene CWP Installs
Drywall in Greene
County
Inmates from SCI Greene’s
Community Work Program (CWP)
assisted the Redevelopment
Authority of Greene County by
installing drywall as part of a
renovation project. The county
purchases neglected homes,
which are refurbished and sold to
the public. Inmates provide
assistance to local non-profit
organizations—including
churches, schools and community
parks—which allows them to gain
additional work experience.
Inmates in the CWP are skilled at
cleaning, painting, landscaping and installing decking and exterior siding, and they
provide a variety of other services to the community as requested.
~~~~~

Around the Centers…
Officials Film Educational Video on “Juvenile” Lifer Process
On June 24, Commonwealth Media Services filmed the “juvenile” lifer support group
which is held monthly at Philadelphia Community Corrections Center (CCC) #2 to
gather film footage for a video project led by Deputy Secretary for Reentry Kelly
Evans. The goal of the video is to educate judges and district attorneys about how
the DOC is working to prepare this group of inmates for possible release from
prison and to outline the continuity of care upon release, as well as the additional
support and services that these individuals will continue to receive as they
transition into the centers, their homes and the community.

A filming of this same support group took place earlier this year and was used as
part of a special project by WGAL-TV, Lancaster. View that special report on
Pennsylvania’s “juvenile lifers” here: https://www.wgal.com/article/projectcommunity-juvenile-lifers-the-long-road-to-redemption-wgal/28214536
~~~~~

Victim of Violent Crimes Pajama
Drive Successful
Recently, Sharon Community Corrections
Center Monitor (CCCM) Sean Moore
organized Sharon Community Corrections
Center’s (CCC) Pajamas Drive that was
implemented across the Bureau of
Community Corrections (BCC). Pictured on
the right is CCCM Moore with the pajamas
that were donated by Sharon CCC Staff.
~~~~~

